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ABSTRACT                                -
.

The Polarization of Photoneutrons from the Giant Resonance

by Frederick A. Hanser

Submitted to the Department of Physics on January 9, 1967
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree

of Doctor of Philosophy.

16   12    40
The polarization of photoneutrons from 0  ,C ,C a , and

Pb   , emitted at 45' and 90° to various energy bremsstrahlung208                                                                      J

16
beams, has been measured. The polarizations for 0 are about

-0.05.t 0.02 at 90° and + 0.50 t 0.05 at 45', for neutrons in
the range of 5-10 MeV and for bremsstrahlung from 30 MeV electrons.

+ +

Polarizations are along k  x kn' using the Basel convention for the
16

4 sign. The 90° measurements indicate that the 0 El giant resonance

has some Ml and/or E2 contamination. Neglecting this contamination
15

and assuming ground state transitions to 0 , the 45' polarization
.,

data and the angular distribution results of Verbinski and Courtney

can be fit by about equal amounts of S and D wave neutrons with a ,

relative phase difference of about 110°.

The polarizations for C are about 0.00 + 0.05 at 90' and   /12

-0.20 t 0.05 at 45', for neutrons in the range of 3-10 MeV and

for bremsstrahlung from 30 MeV electrons. These results and the

angular distribution results of Verbinski and Courtney can not be
12uniquely explained, as the El giant resonance for C has three

11
amplitudes for ground state transitions to C , and these amplitudes
can fit the measurements in many ways.

The results for Ca give about 0.0 * 0.1 at 90'.  No
40

208
polarization measurements were made at 45°.  The Pb results give

about + 0.16 2 0.10 at 45° and 0.00 t 0.10 at 90'.
.

i
Thesis Supervisor:- William·Bertozzi, Associate Professor of Physics.

/7
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CHAPTER I

.*

INTRODUCTION

The experimental study of photon absorption reveals that

nuclei exhibit an electric dipole (El) giant resonance(l,2). For

heavy nuclei the energy of this resonance is given approximately

by the formula 80A MeV and has a range in width of 3 to 8
-1/3 (2)

MeV. For light nuclei the giant resonance occurs at 20-25 MeV,

with a width comparable to that for heavy nuclei. In the heavy

nuclei the giant resonance has little structure on a scale of

1 MeV except for a double peak shape exhibited by the deformed

nuclei. On the same scale the light nuclei show considerable

structure for the giant resonance, often having several prominent

peaks. If the energy resolution is made smaller then both types

of nuclei display a fine structure superimposed over the basic

giant resonance.

It is found that the heavy nuclei completely exhaust the

dipole sum rule for velocity and exchange independent potentials,

which predicts that . adE = 0.0.6 ·NZ/A MeV-barns, the experimentalI

1

cross section integrated to about 30 MeV yielding approximately

(2)1.4 times this value For light nuclei only 1/3 to 1/2 of

the dipole sum rule seems to be included in the photon absorption

below 30 MeV.

Theoretical calculations which attempt to describe this

giant resonance generally fall into two categories, those which

use the hydrodynamic models, and those which  use the independent  <
 · particle model  (IPM) . The calculations with the collective or
... 4
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hydrodynamic model view the nucleus as neutron and proton fluids
.,

which oscillate against each other. An early calculation using

one of the collective models proposed by Goldhaber and Teller (3)
-

I.

in which the surface neutrons and protons remain fixed with respect

to each other and the fluids undergo density changes because of

their vibration, gave the correct dependence of the giant

resonance energy of heavy nuclei on their mass number,

44NZ -1/3 (4)
EGR

= 60A MeV One can also explain the double peak
A

in the giant resonance of deformed nuclei by coupling the El

oscillations to the deformations. Experimental measurement of

these peaks then enables the quadruple moment of the nucleus to

(2)be inferred and yields values in agreement with those found
ML

by other techniques.

The present versions of the collective models do not describe
-

all the structure of the giant resonance in light nuclei, nor in

general do they describe the decay of the giant resonance by

particle emission. Other mechanisms must be introduced to describe

the several peaks of the giant resonance in light nuclei, and to

describe the de-excitation of the giant resonance by neutron and

proton emission.

A second type of calculation uses the independent particle

model (IPM). The early versions of this model were summarized

in their application to the giant resonance by Wilkinson(5  in

1956. ' These modals picture the neutrons and protons of a nucleus
4

as being bound in a potential well with the giant resonance being

for ed by single-particle absorptions. This provided·a mechanism
-.

for producing the structure of the giant resonance, but gave the

wrong energy unless an ad hoc assumption was used to introduce

an effective nucleon mass of m* = m/2.
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The first use of the IPM to calculate the structure of

16                             (6)the giant resonance for 0 was by Elliott and Flowers who

calculated the 1 excited states and their electric dipoleI.

absorption strength.  When the iwo dominant absorption states

are assigned a width of 1 MeV so they  can  be compared with

experiment , the results resemble the gross structure of the(1)

16                                                          (7)0   photon absorption cross section measured by Burgov et al,

even though the experimental results show several peaks in a

region where Elliott and Flowers predict only two.

More recently Brown and others (8-131 have made calculations

with the IPM using single-particle excitations with a residual

particle-hole interaction to account for collective effetts.

i: Their calculations have had moderate success in describing the

16   12       40
giant resonance in 0  ,C   and Ca , giving reasonable energies

 'j

and relative absorption strengths to the two or three most
.

prominent 1 levels for the nuclei. The Brown or Elliott and

Flowers models, however, still need addional information to

describe particle de-excitation of the giant resonance, since

the levels are calculated using bound state wave functions. To

describe neutron and photon emission from the giant resonance

states requires fitting continuum wave functions to the bound

state wave functions, and the precise manner of doing this

requires some additional assumptions.
16Some recent calculations for 0  continuum wave functions

. have been made using finite wells, and the angular distribution

and polarization of the outgoing neutrons and protons have been

(14,15,16)calculated The results, portions of which will be

described in more detail in Chapter VII,,give moderate agreement
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with the energy and some of the shape of the giant resonance,
.

including the particle emission spectra, but fail in most of

(15.16)the finer structure ' Thus theoretical work has progressed
'.*

to the point where it attempts to describe the state of the

outgoing particles from the decay of the giant resonance.

Two nuclei which have received extensive experimental and

theoretical investigation, and are the main subject for this

16      12        16
thesis, are 0 and  C     .   -For 0 the total gamma absorption

cross'section has been measured as well as the (e,e') cross(7)

(17-21)section at 180° for excitation of the giant resonance

(22.23)The total photoneutron production cross section has been measured

(24,25) (26)as have the spectra and angular distribution of these

photoneutrons. The angular distribution of the ground state            0

protons from 0 (y,p) has been measured directly and by the16                                  (27)

15 (28-32) ,+
inverse N

(P,Yo) reaction using detailed balance. The
G

16
0  (e,e'p) proton angular distribution and energy spectra have

been measured using incident electrons of 30 MeV (33)

12 (341 (35)For C the total gamma absorption   and neutron production ·

12cross sections have been measured as have the C (e,e') cross

section at 180° The angular distribution of neutrons from(17)

12                                            (26)C  (y,n) has been measured by time-of-flight add also for the

integrated neutron yield for E  > 22 MeV The C (Y,P) angular(36)         12
ex

distribution has been measured directly and by the inverse(43)

11                (37,38)                                12
B  (p,yo) reaction using detailed balance. The C  (e,e'p)

proton angular distribution and energy spectra have been measured        -

using incident electrons of 30 MeV and 24.5 MeV (33)

--

Comment should be made about the (e,e') and (e,e'p)

experiments '.  The electron interacts with the nucleus(17-21.33)

through its virtual photon field, and thus electron scattering
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is related to photon absorption. The principal differences are
-

that an electron has a longitudinal field in addition to the

transverse component, and for a given excitation it can impart1-

a variable momentum transfer to the nucleus. Theoretical

(39-42)calculations have bedn made which allow the multipolarity

of a peak in the (e,e') cross section to be determined by

measuring its strength as a function of the momentum transfer to

(18,19,17)the nucleus For'1800 electron scattering only the
f

transverse part of the electron's field takes part and the

interaction proceeds as in the photon case, the matrix elements

however, being evaluated at higher momentum transfers.                     ·'

Where momentum transfers are not much greater than for

A        photons with the giant resonance energy, (as when the electron,S

1 Energy=EGR)' the (e,e'p) cross section should give the samei I
*. (44)information as the (y,p) cross section In particular, Dodge

(33)and Barber    used the virtual photon spectrum from electrons of

30 and 24.5 MeV to calculate the (y,p) cross section from the

measured (e,e'p) yields.

There is good agreement among the different experiments on

16the detailed structure of the giant resonance region of both 0

12                    16
and C In the case of 0 the giant resonance is for the

most part concentrated in two peaks at about 22.2 and 24.5 MeV,

16with several smaller peaks also apparent. The 0  (e,e'p) proton

(33)angular distributions of Dodge and Barber show a slight

backward peaking below, and a more pronounced forward peaking

above, each of the two dominant peaks of the giant resonance,
*

which they found to be at 22.30 and 24.35 MeV.  This is interpreted

as the interference of an E2 level at higher energy, with the
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15
dominant El resonance.  The N  (p,YQ) angular distributions of -

Earle et al are in general agreement with the (e,e'p) measure-(29)

16
ments. The -0 (y,n) neutron angular distributions, although

(26.36)
fragmentary, ' are consistent with a pure El resonance.

The 016(e,e') results of Goldemberg and Barber(17  for the

main part of the giant resonance have been compared with

calculations by Lewis using the Brown model (IPM) and the(41)

Goldhaber-Teller model (collective). The results appear to support

the Brown model calculations and disagree with the Goldhaber-Teller

model calculations. However, more recent work by Lewis suggests
(45)

that if spin effects are included in the Goldhaber-Teller collective

model, the disagreement of experiment and calculation for the

16                                                                                                                                                                                         i0  (e,e') giant resonance is reduced.
12

For C the giant resonance is concentrated in a large peak
'.

at about 23 MeV, which appears to be composed of two or more

overlapping components.  There is a smaller peak at about 25.5

12
MeV. The C (e,e'p) proton angular distributions of Dodge and

Barber show a slight forward peaking for the giant resonance.  -
(33)

The photoproton and inverse B
(P,Yo) angular(43)               11       (37.38)

distributions also show a slight forward peaking. The photoneutron

angular distribution measurements are consistent with an(26,36)

12                                       (17)El resonance. The C (e,e') results of Goldemberg and Barber
-3 (41)support the Brown model calculations of Lewis The same

comments concerning spin effect·s apply as in the case of the
16

0  (e,e') results.

The principal conclusions from the experimental and theoretical

16    12 .work on 0 and C is that the giant resonance is predominantly
»

El, with a small amount of opposite parity, possibly E2, interference.
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(8,9)The IPM using the particle--hole formalism of Brown , or for

that matter the calculational scheme of Elliott and Flowers(6),

provides a better theoretical picture of the giant resonance with

its structure than the collective model. The Brown model generally

gives the energy and relative dipole absorption strengths of the

dominant peaks in the giant resonance with reasonable agreement

with experiment, and gives the best-description of the 180°

(17.41)electron scattering results   '

As already mentioned, the IPM models require additional

information to describe the particle emission widths of the giant

16resonance. The models for 0 in ref. (14), (15) and (16) are

the beginning of this extension.  Additional experimental work

is required to check the results of these new calculations and
F.

provide information for future calculations. A measurement of

*         the polarization of the photoparticles yields additional information

about the giant resonance. The polarization provides information

about the state of the outgoing particle. which complements the

angular distribution and total cross section since it provides

a different linear combination of the amplitudes and phases

involved in the process.

By measuring either the angular distribution or the

16polarization of the neutron in a reaction such as 0 (y,n) it

is in general not possible to specify the state of the outgoing

16neutron completely.   The case of 0   (y ,n) is particularly simple
16*       in the El approximation. The 0 ground state is 0+, and after

El photon absorption the excited state is 1-. The decay to the

-                 15
- 1/2 ground state of 0 emits a combination of s and d

1/2 3/2

neutron waves. For this case the croks section will be determined
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by three parameters, the amplitudes of these two waves and their
-

phase difference.  However, only two terms enter into the expansion

for the cross section,

dc
-=  A  +  B  P2 (cose) I.1
dn

Equations relating A and B to the amplitudes and phase difference

are given in Chapter VII.
16

The 0 (y,n) cross section measurements of Verbinski· aIld

(26)                                                                     1Courtney gave an angular distribution cgnsistent with pure d

wave emission, and on this basis they concluded that the neutrons

were pure d wave. However, by choosing a suitable phase difference

it is possible to fit the angular distribution and also have a

large s wave component. Thus t'heir conclusion of pure d wave -

6..

neutron emission is only tentative.
15 (29) -flThe N (P,Yo)

results of Earle et al lead them to

conclude that the 22 and 24.5 MeV giant resonance peaks go

primarily by d wave proton capture, but this is also only tentative

as the interference term can lead to the same angular distribution

- with a large s wave amplitude.

Additional information about the state of the outgoing

neutron may be obtained from the polarization. For .the case of

16, 0  ( an) the polarization yields a third independent quantity and

gives a more complete specification of the state of the outgoing

neutron.

12                         16The case for C ( y,n) is not as simple as 0 , since the

12
C   ground state of 0  leads to a 1- state after El photon
C

11
absorption, and the decay is to the .3/2- ground state of C   . This            ,

allows the em »sion of sl/2 ' d3/2 ' 5/2
and d wave neutrons, though

the angular/distribution and polarization yield only three
j

;)
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16        12independent quantities, as in the case of 0 For C (y,n) the

neutron state is determined by three amplitudes and two phase

differences, and thus angular distribution and polarization
..

measurements using unpblarized photon beams cannot uniquely

specify the neutron state.
1.7

(14)The C-'- Cy,n) angular distribution of Verbinski and Courtney

is consistent with d wave neutron emission, and they concluded that

such is the case. Ho#ever, on th6 basis of the preceding arguments

it is seen that this need not be true. A simple test would be

12to measure the polarization of the C photoneutrons at 45° to

the photon beam, as any non-zero polarization implies the                i

existence of at least two waves.

In this thesis are presented the results of polarization

16   12    40        208
measurements on photoneutrons from 0 ,C , Ca , and Pb

1611 emitted at 45° and 90° to an unpolarized photon beam. For 0

the results indicate that a large amount of s wave neutrons is

required, in contrast to other conclusions that mostly d wave

12
neutrons are present. For the case of C the polarization and

angular distribution for unpolarized photons cannot provide a

unique description Of the state of the neutrons, but the

p61arization results do require the presence of both s wave and

d wave neutrons.

40
For Ca polarization measurements were made only at 90'

and do not provide any information about the state of the

,          outgoing neutrons. The approximately zero polarization results
208

are consistent with a pure El giant resonance. The Pb results

A show a small positive polarization at 45°, and are consistent with

the angular disttibutio.n measurements of Mutchier(58 who found that
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the outgoing neutrons could not be pure d wave but required some
-

s wave interference.

4The polarization measurements were made using He  as the
-

analyzing scatterer. The polarimeter, described in Chapter II,

is a modification of the one used by Kowalski in his measurements(46)

2of the H (y,n) polarization at 90'. The method of acquiring the

polarization data is presented in Chapter III, while the analysis

of the data is described in Chapter IV. The final results are

given in the several graphs of Chapter V.  Chapter VI describes

how various scattering corrections to the data were calculated,

and how some of these corrections were experimentally measured.

A discussion of the results and the conclusions, with most

16      12                                                      4emphasis on 0 and C , are given in Chapter VII, where some

values for amplitude ratios and relative phase shifts of the
..<I

neutron waves are given.

'

--.

-.

.-

-

...
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CHAPTER II

THE POLARIMETER-SPECTROMETER                   '
...

The chapter contains a discussion of the basic concepts

4
of polarimetry and spectrometry as applied to, the He

instrument used in this experiment. It includes a description

of the gas scintillator and system, and the associated counters

and electronics. Many of the theoretical results can be

applied to scattering from any analyzer,-but for the sake of

specificity all formulas and discussion will refer to the
4

scattering from a He  analyzer.

r             A. Basic Theoretical and Experimental Aspects of Neutron

Polarimetry-Spectrometry
11

1. Polarimetry

The polarization of a neutron beam. P . is defined as
'      n'

follows. Using an arbitrary direction as an axis of quantiza-

tion the number of neutrons in the beam with spid states + 1/2
are  N

tl/2 This defines a polarization

N + 1/2 - N- 1/2 -1

PE
II.1

N     +   1/2-  +    N  -    1/2

The direction of B is that choice of the axis of quantization
n

which gives the maximum positive value for p ,  and the magnitude

of P  is equal to this maximum positive value.  F  is specifiedn n
+by three real numbers, e.g. the Cartesian components of P

+                                                                                                                                           n'

            nz)'nx' ny'
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It will now be shown that scattering the neutron beam

from a polarization analyzer can give a measurement of the

components of P .  The geometry of the scattering from the                  *n

polarization analyzer is drawn in fig. II-1 .  A neutron beam,
+

· with wave vector k4 is incident on a small volume of He.

Two small neutron counters (side-detectors) are located

symmetrically w.r.t. * and the He volume. * , the He volume,n n
and the two side-detectors all lie in the same plane. The

two side-detectors are arbitrarily distinguished by labeling

them right and left. Some neutrons in the incident beam are

scattered by  the He through an angle   l e  l and strike  one  of
0

the side-detectors. The angle of scattering for the neutrons
i-

is labeled as +00 for the right, -80  for the left, side-

detector, with the wave vectors of the scattered neutrons
f

being &n'(teo ) .  If N neutrons'are incident on the He volume

let NRand NLbe the number counted in the right and left side-

detectors respectively. Then a scattering asymmetry is defined

by

NN    ·A       R-  L
n E II.2

N  +NRL

It is now necessary to ralate An ' a measured quantity,

to acomponent of the polarization of the incident neutron

4
beam. The He  (n,n) scattering must conserve parity since

the reaction takes place via the strong interactions. Since

4He  is a spin zero nucleus, the only axial vectors entering
...

the scattering are F   and  Itnx kn', and the .only dependence
n

Ii,x   t,'  1
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I  k n x  kn' ( + eo) 1

Geometry of the Polarization Analysis Scattering

Fig. II-1
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of the scattering cross-section on P  can be via the termn

$n· (kn x kn'j  For spin 1/2 particles $n is proportional
(R    K ']to ah g*ra ke of the expectation value of 8  , the Pauli spin

.

2     2matrices, so higher powers of P   do not appear since &2= c  =a=1n                             yz
and C. 9. = 4-7.0 , where i,j,k, is a cyclic

1   J k

permutation of x,y,z.  Thus the He4 (n,n) scattering cross-

section has the form

fla  (0)    =    f( e)  +  g  (0)    F  .   (21.1  x   211'' )
do                                          II.3

n        141'   x   S''   1

+where 0  is the angle between kn  and kn '  ' and f ( e)  and
g(e) also depend on E n' the incident neutron energy.

For the specific cases of scattering at *8                               *

Mn    x    Mn,  C  'e o) (see fig. II-1 ) and there results
  2nx    12n '  C  +e o)    -+I A Mt

)
     ( *0 0)    =    f(0 0)  i    g(9 0)    *n    ' fiA II.4

Then for a given number N of neutrons incident on the He

the number detected right and left are

\, -

NR = N(+80)   Nn [f (eo) + g,(eo) Bn nA  
II.5NL = N(-00) = Nn [f(eo) - g(eo) Pn .nA ]

4
where n is a product of the number of scattering He  nuclei,

the solid angle of the side-detectors, and the detection

k

efficiency bf the side-detectors for the scattered neutrons.

Using the asymmetry defined earlier there results

NR --NL              [g(00) 1
A=N +N  n · nA [f(eo) 1

-  II.6
R. .L

(
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<--

'-        ·       If  Ceo)  DTEe-Jy E rHe(80)   then pHeCeo)  is the polarizing power

of He for neutrons of energy E and scattering angle eo .n
\

If PHe(00)   is known, then

P   A  =    A                          II.7n'  A

'  pHeCeo)

and the component of
On along AA has been measured.

P  (00)  is the polarization.of the unpolarized neutrons,He

i   , after scattering elastically from He at an angle e with      '.
n o
a final wave vector *n' Ceo) Using the Basel convention

PHeCeo)
is positive when the polarization of the -scattered

neutr6n is in the positive sense of * x YE ' (00).$Ds- n n
For the case of photoneutrons from unpolarized gamma-rays

"                and unpolarized targets Pn    is parallel  to * x1 . so theY  n'
scattering from the polarization analyzer is set up to make

W  XW
AA =

n n'(*e )o  parallel to  $ x 1.    .n. then gives
..  |len x kn' (+00)·| Y n n A

the Basel convention polarization for the photoneutrons, a

positive value meaning a polarization in the positive sense

of * xt , and a negative value meaning a polarization in the
y    n

opposite direction.

2. Spectrometry

In the preceding sections it was shown how polarization

can be measured for a monoenergetic neutron beam. In the more
+

general case a neutron beam has several energy groups and for

many experiments the neutrOn beam may have a continuous energy
.

spectrum.  Since the neutron polarization and the He4 polarizing

power vary with neutron energy it is necessary to be Able to
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separate the side-detector counts as a function of incident

neutron energy. This can be done by measuring the recoil

4energy of the scattering He  nucleus for a given angle of

neutron scattering.
4

Consider a neutron scattering at an angle e  from a He

nucleus at rest. Since He4 has no  excited states below

20 MeV all neutrons below this energy must scatter elastically.

Then the following result can be derived using classical

expressions for energy and momentum conservation.

C    fpcos 0+ 1/1-plsin 2 0  2  -1  II.8En = EHe 4(1-l 1+P

1
where

4
E  4 = recoil energy of the He  nucleus

He                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   :r

E     = incident energy -of the neutron (energy before
n

scattering)
m 4n

P- = ratio of neutron mass to He mass = 0.252
mH 4

e  e = laboratory angle of scattering, i.e. the

angle between Qn and Q,  , the. neutron waven
vectors before and after scattering.

Eq. II.8. allows the incident neutron energy to be obtained

from a simultaneous measurement of the neutron scattering angle

and the He4 recoil energy.  Since the physical location of the

side-detectors fixes the neutron scattering angle to be e
0

it is only necessary to measure the He4 recoil energy with

subsequent detection of the neutron in a side-detector. The                                      .

proper time sequence for scattering from He and detection by

a side-detect6r is ascertained by electronic requirements
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.            described in section A4.  Using the analysis in eqs. II.2

to II.7 the polarization of the incident neutrons as a function
&

of their energy can then be found.

3. Using side-detectors of unequal efficiency.

In section A-1 an equation was derived for the neutron

polarizatibn in terms of the scattering asymmetry and the

4
He  polarizing power. This was derived from eqs. II.5. on

the assumption of equal detection efficiency for the right

and left side-detectors (t e,a s i n fig.II-1  ) .   In .practice
0

the right and left detection efficiencies may be slightly

different because detection volumes, detection thresholds,

E            and electronic timing may all be unequal.

Eqs. II.5 may be rewritten, modified to include the more
-4.

general case and using a more standard notation, to give

NR = N nR ge Ceo) [1 + Pn PHe Ceo) 1
de                                                                                           I I.9

NL = N AL da  (00) [1 - Pn PHe Ceo) 1
do

where

n n = detection efficiency of the right and leftR' L

side-detectors, respectively.

dq(00)  = Het' (n,n) differential scattering cross-
dn

section for unpolarized neutrons
4

PHICeo)
= He (n,n) polarizing power

p _F   .nA = component of incident neutron polarizationn= n + +

along  A = kn xkn'(+00) (see fig.II-1 )

N u number of Oi, 51,'s('. e, )     ,inci ent on the He.
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(

If the ratio AR/nL is known, then

-\

Nn   NL (n R   )
n He II.10P  P  Ceo) = A- /nL

NR + NL (BR/nL)

This enables p to be measured by a single run if anothern

experiment has given n RY n L ·
nThe method used in this work to measure - R/nL was to

interchange the right and left side-detectors and make a new

polarization measurement. Let the first run be called A and

quantities referring to this run be subscripted A, the second

B with subscripts B.

Eq. II.9 becomes 3

N      N   (n- /n  1R A    _ LA HA LA' II.11P P (0) =N +N ./..n He   o
RA                 LA    ( r' RA/ n LA)

for the A 'run and

NRB    -   N LB    (n.RBP P
(00)

= /n LB)n He .N II.12

RB    +    N LB     (n RB/ n LB)

for the B run. But

C r i R B / r'L B· }                                               1                                          .                                       I I  .  1 3

( n RA/ n LA)

since the only difference between the runs is an interchange *

of right and left side-detectors and this interchange is

assumed not to affect the detection efficiencies.                          w

Now, using eqs. II.11  ,  II.12 , and II.13 there results
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P  P   C e) =  1-9n  He o II.14
IL

.
1+Ewhere

E=
'//NRA x NRB II.15
NNLA x LB

We may also obtain

n RA BLB
1 -        -     /NRA  x NLB II.16nLA  = nRB    4

NLA X NRB

so that a third, single, polarization run may be analyzed-

using eqs. II.10 and II.16· Thus a series of polarization
C

measurements requires at least one run pai,r  (A and B run)

4.
with the same neutron beam in order to analyze the entire

series. In practice, most polarization measurements are

made with run pairs to eliminate effects from long-time

changes in the detection efficiency ratio.

Another method  o f measuring n R/9.L  is 'to rotate the neutron

polarization through 180 degrees, effectively changing the

sign of Pn .  This is done by having the incident neutron

beam travel through a magnetic field, and is most effective

for monoenergetic neutron beams.

4. Electronic timing; coincidence requirements.

Two electronic pulses with a definite time relationship

are required for the counting of a neutron. The first pulse  ,

+                                                                         4
comes from the He  recoil which scattered the incident neutron,

and the second, produced an interval of time At  later, comes

from the scattered neutron being counted by the side-detectot.
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At is the flight time of the scattered neutron ·going  from the
-

He volume to the side-detector.

For a neutron beam with a spread in energies the value of               -

At , the scattered neutron flight time, will have a correspond-

ing spread, and this, coupled with the electronic rise times

and the range in flight times because of the finite dimensions

of the He volume and the side-detectors, requires that there

be a range in the allowed timing, At , between the He recoil
and side-detector pulses. The method of selecting and setting

this range in coincidence timing will be described in section

C-3.  Here we only require knowing that there is. a finite spread

in coincidence timing, which will be labeled T Thus if
CC

,
T is the minimum delay time between the recoil pulse and
min

the side-detector pulse, at the- coincidence circuit, then when
.A-

\.

a recoil pulse occurs, in order for this recoil to be counted

as a neutron scattering, a side-detector pulse must occur

within the time interval T     to z +T later.min min CC

The finite coincidence resolving time introduces a new

complication. While the coincidences detect real neutron

scattering events, they will also include random counts if

there are large uncorrelated counting rates in the He gas

scintillator and the side-detectors. If the recoil counting

rate is N and the side-detector counting rate is NSD, then
GC

if these two rates are uncorrelated in time the random

coiftcidence rate is

./

Nrandom =N  N
GC SD Ec
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»                The He4 recoil counting rate N arises mainly from'  GC'

the scattering of neutrons in the incident beam afl'd is largely
+ uncorrelated with side-detector counts. Since a side-detector

subtends less than 1% of a 4a solid angle about the He volume

the overwhelming number of scattered neutrons are not in the

direction of any specified side-detector, even allowing for
4the angular dependence of the He  (n,n) cross-section. The

recoil pulses from most of the scattered neutrons are thus

uncorrelated with events in any specified side-detector.

The side-detector rate, NSD, arises from natural radio-
210

activity, cosmic rays, photomultiplier noise, and some Po

alpha sources mounted in them to help set photomultiplier gains
£

and detection thresholds. These counts are all random w.r.t.

the He4 recoils and thus contribute to the rate in eq. II.17.

The random counts of eq. II.17 must be measured and sub-

4.tracted from the coincidence He  recoil spectra of the side-

detectors. This is done by having a second coincidence

circuit for each side-detector. The side-detector pulses

going to this coincidence circuit are delayed by about 100 ns

4to ensure that they are uncorrelated with real-event He

recoils. Since the side-detector pulses are delayed this would

require the neutron to trigger the side-detector first, whereas

the direct neutron beam is incident on the gas-counter and

triggers it first. For the He volume to side-detector distances

used, 100 ns would require a scattered neutron energy of less

than 1/2 MeV, and a 1/2 MeV neutron could not produce a He 4
1.

recoil with energy above the gas scintillator thresholds used./\.

Using the two coincidence circuits each side-detector will
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4-give two He  recoil spectra as raw data. The undelayed recoil

pulse spectrum will be called the real-plus-random spectrum,
+1

from the real-plus-random coincidence circuit. The 100 ns

delayed spectrum will be 'called the random spectrum, from the

random coincidence circuit. The analysis of polarization data

proceeds according to section B-3 using the difference of the

real-plus-random and the random spectra.

5. Brief physical description of the, polarimeter-

spectrometer used.

The basic structure of the neutron polarimeter-spectrometer

described in this th6sis is shown in f ig. II-2 . The analyzing
1.

He scatterer is contained in a high pressure gas chamber.

Scintillations from the He4 recoils are viewed by two photo-               ,
..

multipliers which provide the electronic signal for the

recoil energy measurement and timing. The side-detectors

for the scattered neutrons consist of toluene-filled proton

recoil counters. Two photomultipliers view the scintillations

in the toluene and provide the neutron counting pulses.

In actual use the polarimeter-.spectrometer had four pairs

of side-detectors, which increased the efficiency of the

polarimeter by making four independent measurdments simultan-

eously. For simplicity most discussion of the polarimeter

has centered about only one side-detector pair.

.
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B.   The Gas Scintillation Counter

Having explained the basic concepts of the neutron

polarimeter-spectrometer, the main component of the instrument,

the gas scintillator will now be described. First , a physical

description of the gas chambers and filling systems will be

given, including a description of the methods of cleaning the

systems. Next the method of light collection and wavelength

shifting will be discussed. The description of the gas-

counter will, end in section B-4 with a discussion of the He4

recoil energy calibration and data will be presented on the

stability of this calibration.

1. Physical description of the gas chambers and filling    »            

systems.
&.

Two gas chambers were used to contain the He-Xe gas

scintillator, one made from aluminum and one made from stainless

steel. The aluminum chamber was machined out of a for.ging of

heat treated aluminum, type 7075-T6, and is illustrated in

fig.II-3     The gas volume shape is a cylinder 5" in diameter

and 17" long. The aluminum walls· of the chamber are 3/32"

thick. The ends of the cylinder were sealed with viton A

"0" rings and 7" diameter, 2" thick pieces of Herculite plate

glass *. Two Amperex XP1040 photomultipliers (PM's)view the

gas scintillations through the glass plates.

A-

*A tempered laminate of two 1" thick pieces, supplied by the

Pittsburg Plate Glass Co.
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The cylinder of the aluminum chamber was made long

to reduce the scattering corrections introduced by the

flanges holding the glass plates. The neutron beams incident

on the gas chamber were generally about 6" in diameter, so

the length of the cylindrical gas volume is about 3 times

the beam diameter.  Scattering corrections from the flanges

arise from neutrons scattering first from the He and then from

the flange material into the side-detectors.  Also, the

cylinder walls were made as thin as possible to further reduce

scattering corrections. These corrections are discussed more

fully in -chapter  VI..

The· gas filling system for the aluminum chamber was a
(46)modification of the one used by S.Kowalski

' An outline

of the modified system is shown in fig. II-4.  The system was1
constructed from 3/8" OD stainless steel pipe and fittings.

The liquid nitrogen cold traps are used to freeze out the

xenon which is added to increase the light output from the
4

He recoils.  A more complete description of the use of the

filling system will be given in Section B-2.

The stainless steel chamber is basically that used by

S. Kowalski , except that the cylinder walls have been(46)

machined to 1/8", which is half the original thickness. The

chamber was machined from type 304 stainless steel and is

illustrated in fig. II-5.. The gas volume is a cylinder 5"

in diameter and 10" long. The ends are sealed with "0" rings

and 7" diameter, 2" thick pieces of Herculite plate glass.
=
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When one of the valves on the aluminum chamber filling

system developed a leak the system was completely rebuilt, and

the new system is the one used with the stainless steel chamber.             *

The new system uses Hoke HY441 high pressure bellows seal valves

with teflon seats. The remainder of the system is 3/8" OD

stainless steel pipe and fittings, plus the cold traps salvaged

from the system used with the aluminum chamber. All joints were

copper brazed in a hydrogen atmosphere, which also served to

clean the system of oils and absorbed gases. The new system

has a more convenient filling design, and is outlined in

fig.II-6.

2. Cleaning and fiiling the chambers and systems.
.

Since the amount of light output from the He4 recoils is

(47,48)strongly dependent on the purity of the He-Xe mixture                        6

great care was taken to make the chambers and systems as clean

as possible. The final cleaning of the gas chambers was done

after they had been hydrostatically pressure tested. They were

wiped down thoroughly in a bath of first trichloroethylene,

then methanol, and finally acetone, after which they were dried.

This was done 2 or 3 times. For the heat treated aluminum

chamber this was the only cleaning process used, since that

chamber could not be heated above 100°C or it would lose its

temper. The stainless steel chamber, however, was also fired

in a hydrogen atmosphere retort at about 2000°C, and this served

to clean the chamber of occluded oils and most gases. The

better cleaning of the stainless steel chamber w s later

demonstrated by a greater stability of light output from a

gas filling in that chamber.
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The pipes and fittings for the filling systems were

first cleaned with the three· baths described previously, and
.

•            then sent to another laboratory for chemical cleaning in

preparation for brazing. Upon return the entire system was

assembled and then sent out for copper brazing in a hydrogen

retort'. Therafter great care was taken to keep the inside of
the-systems as clean as possible.

With the gas chambers and systems very clean it was then

necessary to obtain clean gases. The gas system had an oil

diffusion pump and a rough pump connected to one outlet, and

a tank of xenon and another of helium connected to two inlets.

After some initial tests the diffusion pump was not used as

greater cleaning of air from the system could be accomplished

by other methods.4

After the chamber had been opened to air it was generally

cleaned by the following process. The rough pump evacuated            -

the chamber to about 100 microns pressure and was then valved

off. Helium was admitted to about 200 psi and allowed to

settle for a few minutes before being let out to atmospheric

pressure. The system was then roughed down to 100 or less

microns and the procedure repeated. After three or four such-

flushings with helium the chamber was quite free of atmospheric

gases, as shown by the following observations.  For the purposes
210

of calibration (see section B-4) a Po    alpha source was mounted

in the gas chamber. After each helium filling this source

could be observed as a broad peak (about 30% resolution) in

the output of the gas-counter PM's. For the first 2 or 3
-.

.
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helium fillings the initial pulse height of this peak would                 -

increase appreciably from one filling to the next, but for

any given filling it would slowly decrease in time as the                   *

remaining atmospheric gases were redistributed and poisoned

the helium seintillations. After about the fourth filling

only slight increases (less than 5%) in pulse height from

one filling to the next were observed, and the pulse height

for any given filling would remain relatively constant in time.

This was used as an indication that the system and chamber

were sufficiently clear of harmful gases.

Once the gas chamber and system were free of harmful

gases the-helium was rough  pumped out and xenon admitted to

about 80 psi absolute, which would give the proper amount of

xenon for the final filling. The xenon was purified by '.

placing liquid nitrogen around one of the cold traps to freeze

out the xenon and then rough pumping on the xenon for about

15 minutes. This eliminated any harmful amounts of oxygen and

nitrogen which may have been admitted with the xenon since their

vapor pressures at the liquid nitrogen temperatures used are

much greater than that of xenon. If the presence of water vapor

was suspected the cold trap was warmed up sufficiently to

vaporize the xenon, which was then refrozen in a second cold

trap. After sealing the second cold trap, the first was heated ...

up and pumped on to eliminate any water, which had remained
..

frozen in the first trap.

The final filling was made in one of two ways. Usually

the gas chamber was filled to about 80 psia of clean xenon and

then helium added to bring the total pressure to 800 psi. With
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this method the gases were quite well mixed by the large flow

of gas during the addition of the helium. The second method

interchanged the order of gas filling, the cleaned xenon sealed

off in a cold trap being added second. This method was used

once to fill the stainless steel chamber and required several

hours to achieve a uniform He-Xe mixture in the gas chamber.

Since Xe comprises only 10% of a gas filling there was only

a small flow of gas into the chamber during the Xe addition

and most of the Xe remained near the bottom where it had

entered the Chamber.  This was shown by the varying light

210
output for Po alphas in different positions in the gas

210chamber. The Po calibration source consisted of three

separate sources mounted about 2" apart on the gas chamber

            cylinder axis. During the early stages of gas mixing by

the second method these sources could be quite well resolved

because of the non-uniform gas mixture. To increase the

rate of mixing for this method the walls of the gas chamber

were gently heated to produce convective gas flow.

For a given gas filling the light output from the Po
210

alphas proved sufficiently stable to allow the gas-counter to

be useful in a polarimeter. With the aluminum chamber the

pulse height of the Po alphas dropped to about 60% of its210

initial value in a period of two weeks. The pulse height

leveled off near  50%  of the initial value and thereafter continued

to drop only a few percent a week. These numbers varied some-

what from filling to filling.
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The stainless steel chamber was cleaner than the

aluminum one,having been fired in a hydrogen retort at 2000°C,             -

and this was shown in the better pulse height stability of the
(

. I,

stainless steel chamber.  With the stainless steel chamber the

210
PO alpha source pulse .height decreased only about 10% a

month, dropping about 50% in six months. This also shows that

the reflective MgO and wavelength shifting coats on the cylinder

wall (see section B-3) , as well as the viton A "0"rings at the

glass plates, are not serious poisoners of the gas scintillations.

3. Light Collection

When an energetic He4 nucleus is stopped in the high

pressure He-Xe gas chamber its energy goes into ionizing and
4exciting the atoms in that gas, and some of the He  nucleus'

energy ends up as light. The light output has been found to

f49)         :be a maximum for an approximately 90% He - 10% Xe combination  ,

which is the composition used in the polarimeter-spectro-

meter. The object of the light collection system is to get

a maximum amount of this light to the two 5" diameter XP1040

photomultipliers which view the gas scintillations through

the 2" thick Herculite glass plates at each end of the gas

chambers. Since the statistical variation of the photo-

multiplier output depends on the number of photons incident

on the photocathode, good light collection is necessary to

4
obtain good resolution of the He  recoil energy.

An important element in obtaining good light collection

is to make·the-walls of the gas chamber as reflective as possible.

For this reason the chamb-ers were fitted with 5" OD, 0.025"              -

wall stainless steel sleeves which were coated with MgO. The
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MgO was mixed with cellulose powder and water and then painted

onto the sleeves, where the mixture dried into a smooth, hard

reflective coating. Use of the sleeves facilitated in making

coating changes, and it was also much easier to work with the

sleeves than with the heavy gas chambers.

Since most of the light from the Xe-He scintillations is

in the ultra-violet which has a greatly reduced transmission

through the 2" thick glass plates and the photomultiplier

faces, organic phosphors were used to absorb the ultra-violet

and reemit in the visible region. For this purpose the MgO

surface and the inside faces of the glass plates were coated

with tetraphenylbutadiene (TPB) .      Diphenylstilbene (DPS)
-

and p-quaterphenyl (PQP) were also tried. Tests with the gas

chambers show that TPB is better than PQP, giving about twice
-r-

as much light for the Po alphas. DPS has been found by
210

some to be better than TPP but TPB is more stable when(50)

exposed to water vapor in the air was easier to vacuum(51)

evaporate, and thus was chosen for the polarimeter.  TPB was

used as the wavelength shifter for all the polarization data

taken with the herein described polarimeter-spectrometer.

2The MgO coated sleeves had a 100 to 150 ugm/cm  layer

of TPB vacuum evaporated over the MgO. The glass plates had

about 50 ugm/cm2 Of TPB vacuum evaporated over the inner

surface. Care had to be taken to match the coats on the two

glass plates as otherwise there would be a large variation in

light collection efficiency over the neutron-irradiated volume

of the gas chamber.  Matching was accomplished by selecting

glass plates which gave comparable relative pulse heights

1/
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210for three Po sources separated by 2" on'the gas chamber

axis.
.

To form part of a good spectrometer the chambers must

have uniform light collection over the central portion of the

gas volume. The size of the neutron beams incident on the

4gas chambers cause the He recoils to occur uniformly through-

out a 6" long central portion of the gas chamber, and any non-

uniformity in light collection would decrease the ability to

4
resolve He  recoils of different energy.

The method of measuring light collection uniformity was

to compare the pulse height of two Po alpha sources in different

p'arts of the gas chamber.  It was necessary to open the gas

chamber to air to move the Po sources, and consequently the

measurements on one source moved to various parts of the

chamber would be made with gas fillings of differing purities.

Since the pulse height for the Po alphas could vary by several

percent· for small impurities, measurements on one source could

not test for 1-2% light collection uniformity. By using two

sources, one located in a standard position, and comparing their

pulse heights, 1 - 2% variations in the relative pulse height,

or light collection efficiency, could be measured.

These tests for light collection uniformity were made with

gas fillings of about 50 psia of pure xenon. Xenon gives about

70% as much light output for the RO alphas as the 90% He -210

10% Xe mixture so pulse height measurements accurate to 1- 2%

could be made. .

Pure helium gives only about 1/5 the light output of the

optimum He-Xe mixture, resulting in about- 30% resolution for
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the Po alphas, and thus was not of use in measuring light210

collection uniformity.
'' Since the test procedure involved opening the gas chamber

to air several times, pure xenon also had an advantage in that

it could be frozen out in one of the cold traps, and thus one

Xenon charge could be used for many fillings.

Po sources separated by about 2" or more along the gas

chamber axis were distinguished by using the anode output of

one of the PM's which easily resolved the two sources. A single

channel differential pulse height analyzer then had its window

centered on the single PM anode peak of one of the sources, and

drove in coincidence a multichannel pulse height analyzer which

accepted the summed dynode-14 output of the two PM's. The

dynode peaks obtained with the anode window centered on the

peak of first one, then the other Po source were then

compared. The limiting accuracy was about 1% in relative pulse

height.

The results of the uniformity measurements give light

collection as constant to within 2% for t 2" from the gas

chamber center along the cylinder axis. At a givenheight there

is less than 1% variation with distance from the axis, to

within 1/4" of the wall. These tests were made only on the

stainless steel chamber.

With properly matched glass plates the stainless steel
210chamber gave about 6% resolution for a single .5.3 MeV Po

alpha source, and about 7% for three sources positioned on

the cylinder axis, one in the center of the chamber and the

other  two  at  t 2" along  the axis. For similar conditions the
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aluminum chamber gave about 15% resolution, both for a single

and for three sources.

4. Calibration of He recoil energy vs. PM pulse height.

To measure the energy of a neutron scattered by the He

it is necessary toconvert the photomultiplier output for a

He4 recoil into a corresponding energy.  The He4 recoil is

4
calibrated in energy by comparing the He  pulse height with

that for the 5.3 MeV alphas of a Po source. The Po210 210

calibration is made with three sources separated by 2" on

the gas chamber cylinder axis near the geometrical center of

the gas chamber. The sources consist of 3" lengths of 10 mil

dimaeter silver wire with 1/4" of one end coated with polonium.

The use of three axial sources made it easier to match

the gains of the two PM's, particularly when the middle source

was not precisely in the geometrical center of the gas chamber,

and also weighted the calibration over a larger portion of the·

neutron-irradiated gas volume.

The calibration of the gas-counter is specified by two

numbers,  C a   and C C a  corresponds to the pulse height of
a/20

the Po-alphas and is the channel of a multichannel pulse height

analyzer at which the peak for the Po-alphas falls. C is the
11/ 1

channel corresponding to the Po-alphas when the summed output of

the PM's is attehuated by a factor of two.  Ca is the channel

for a 5.3 MeV Po-alpha, and Ca/2 is taken as the channel for a
2.65 MeV alpha. The channel vs. alpha energy points so specified

are referred to as the Po-alpha calibration points.                          .

A check of the Po-alpha calibration was made with 14.7

MeV neutrons from the t(d,n) reaction. For this ·check the
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150 kv Cockcroft-Walton accelerator of the M.I.T. Nuclear

Engineering Dept. was used. From fig.II-7 , which shows the

experimental arrangement, one can see that the neutron beam

irradiating the gas-counter is geometrically very nearly

identical to that used during the photodisintegration runs

(see fig.III-4.  Side detectors were placed around the gas

chamber at a number of neutron scattering angles. The peaks

4
in the He  recoil spectra then give channels corresponding

4
to a specified set of He  recoil energies, which are calculated

from the neutron scattering angles of the side-detectors by

using eq. II. 8.

The results of the calibration check are plotted in

fig. I I-8. The graph shows that pulse height (channel) has a

4linear relationship to the He  recoil energy, and that the

Po-alpha calibration points are about 10% too low in channel
4

number for true 5.3 and 2.65 MeV He  recoils, which can be

produced by scattering the 14.7 MeV neutrons at the appropriate

angles. The channel corresponding to zero pulse height is

effectively the same for both the Po-alpha calibration and

the He4.recoil calibration.  Nevertheless, the Po alpha sources

were used during actual experiments because of their great

convenience.

The difference in the two calibrations requires that the

Po-alpha calibration be corrected. As will be shown in chapter
:.

IV, the analysis of polarization data requires each run to have

two calibration points, Ca and Ca /2' where Ca is the analyzer

channel corresponding to a true 5.3 MeV He4 recoil and Ca 2 is
the channel for a 2.65 MeV He4 recoil, which recoils are produced
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by scattering a neutron of energy En at an appropriate angle e  .
0

Since the channel for zero energy is the same for both

calibrations, the corrections can be made of the form                   *

C'a =  C a+ 2 r(Ca - Ca/2)
I·I.]7

C'a/2= Ca/2+r (Ca - Ca/21

where

(( 8 channel)
r = ( . 8 MeV ) true He4 recoil calibration) - 1

((  8 channel)                                                         )
(   8 MeV ) Po - alpha calibration     )

II.18
If we set

Co =2(7 2-C a= channel corresponding to zero pulse                 -
height

C     = experimental measurement of the
exp

4
channel for a He recoil of energy

E    (obtained by scattering a neutron
exp

of energy En at an angle 8 )
0

then the calculated channel for the recoil, using the Po-

alpha calibration, is

C       =   C   +Ecalc
O   Solp (ca - co)

and this gives

r=C  C
exp - calc II.19

C     -Ccalc   o

The value of r was measured for several He-Xe mixtures.

Fig. II-9 shows the results plotted as r vs. PHe ' the absolute

helium partial pressure in the gas chamber, in psi. Fig. II-10

.shows the results plotted as r vs. PXe ' the absolute xenon
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partial pressure, with P 700 psia.He-

The results in figs. II-9  and II-10 indicate that the

r             correction  can be approximated by

r = 0.082 ( He ) II. 20
700

The origin of the correction r is not well understood.

It could arise from the absorption of light by the Po alpha

sources whose diameter is 0.025 cm. This could be a significant

effect, as the range of the 5.3 MeV Po alphas is only about

0.16 cm. for 60 psia of xenon and 700 psia of He:  However,

this can not explain the entire effect as the dependence on

He pressure is too strong, (most of the stopping power is due

to the Xe,). Perhaps some spectral changes are occurring as

a function of He pressure, affecting the amount of absorption

by the sources.

The correction given by Eq. II.20 is estimated to be

accurate to 10% of its value, and since the correction was

usually about 10% this gives the overall uncertainty in the

corrected calibration as about 1%.  This is well with the

resolution of the gas-counters, and the variations coming

from non-uniform light collection and drifts in the gain of

the electronics. Consequently eq. II.20 is sufficiently

accurate to correct the gas-counter calibration  for high

pressure He-Xe mixtures, with

P             =  7 0 0    p s i a,    and P = 60 psia.He Xe

Eq. II.20 was only used to cqrrect the Po-alpha calibration

for polarization runs made with the aluminum gas chamber.  The

resolution of the stainless steel gas chamber was sufficient
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to resolve some of the peaks in the 0 (y,n) spectrum, which
16

peaks have known energies from time-of-flight measurements.

These measured peaks were used to calibrate the energy of the
4                                                                                                                                                                                      -r

He recoils for the data taken with the stainless steel chamber.             i

4
C. The He -scattered-neutron detectors (the side-detectors).

1. Description

The side-detectors used to detect the neutrons scattered
4.

from He in the He-Xe gas scintillation counter are illustrated

in fig. II- 11.  They are constructed from stainless steel pots

6" in diameter and 7" high. The scintillator used was analytical

grade toluene activated with 4 gms/liter of p-terphenyl and 0.2

gm/liter of POPOP. Light collection was improved by coating

the inside surface of the pots with MgO in a binder of sodium

silicate.

The fast (about 7 ns rise time) scintillations from recoil

protons in the toluene were viewed by two RCA 6810A photo-

multipliers mounted on top of the pots and with their faces in

the toluene. The PM's and the pots were wrapped with u-metal

to provide magnetic shielding.

To reduce the counting rate from gamma rays the side-

detectors were wrapped with a 1/4" thick sheet of lead. The

gamma rays arise mainly from the Compton scattering of

bremsstrahlung photons, first in the photoneutron target and

then by the gas chamber cylinder walls, and from the inelastic

scattering of neutrons by the metal gas chamber.

For polarization measurements eight side-detectors were

used, forming four pairs for asymmetry measurements. With

the aluminum gas chamber the four pairs were mounted at a

4
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few combinations of 47, 67, 88, 117 and 137 degrees, these

being the center-to-center laboratory neutron scattering angles.
"

The side-detectors were 20" from the aluminum chamber (center

to center), and were mounted with the aid of accurately located

holes in a 1/2" thick aluminum plate. The layout is shown in

fig. II-12. Drilled and tapped holes in the center of the

side-detector bases were used to bolt the detectors in the proper

position on the aluminum plate. The aluminum plate was mounted

to the base of the aluminum gas chamber by means of 1/4" steel

dowel pins in accurately machined matching holes.  Machining

accuracy was t 0.005" and this gives an accuracy in the

position of the side-detectors of + 1 minute of arc in the

central scattering angle.

A different aluminum plate for mounting the side-detectors

was used with the stainless steel gas chamber. The lab angles

were 113, 127, 141, and 155 degrees, all 30" from the gas

chamber. For photoneutron polarization measurements the side-

detectors were mounted in the plane containing *y and An·

2. Monitoring photomultiplier gains and settiJg detection

thresholds.

210Each side-detector had a Po alpha source mounted in

the toluene. The summed dynode-14 output of the PM's was

pulse height analyzed and the gain of the PM's measured by

finding the peak for the 5.3 MeV alphas. Using this method of

gain measurement the two PM's were adjusted to have equal gain

by varying their high voltages.
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The anode output of the two PM's of a given side-
\

. detector were summed,amplitude limitedi and then clipped
4

to provide time-width limiting. The resulting limited and

clipped pulses were fed to a pulse shaper whose triggering

level, together with the PM gains, set the threshold for the                 

side-detector. To determine the threshold of a side-detector

the dynode-14 pulse height spectrum of the alpha source was

measured in coincidence with the anode pulse shaper output.

This gave a spectrum of the 5.3 MeV alphas with a low energy

cut-off corresponding to the anode pulse shaper threshold. The

cut-off was typically 4 channels wide (10% to 90%) with the

alpha peak in channel 40 (see fig. II-13).  Using the known

alpha to proton energy ratio for equal pulse heights, this

cut-off was 'a measure of the neutron detection thresholds

of the side-detectors. The neutron thresholds were then

set by adjusting the photomultiplier gains and the anode

pulse shaper thresholds.

When making neutron polarization measurements it is

necessary that the detection efficiency of the side-detectors

not change when the right and left members of a pair are inter-

changed. Since the detection efficiency is set by the PM gain

and the anode pulse shaper threshold these were measured

periodically to check their stability. As the dynode-14 output

was otherwise unused, this dynode output was pulse height

analyzed, and by measuring the channel of the alpha peak it
-

was possible to monitor the PM gains during experiments.  In

this way the PM gains were checked before and after inter-

changing the members of a side-detector pair. The anode
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pulse shaper thresholds were checked %y measuring their                 ''

threshold for pulses from a precision pulse generator. The
<r

absence of change in the alpha peak and in the anode pulse

shaper threshold was taken to indicate a stable neutron

detection efficiency.

3. Setting the gas-counter to side-detector coincidence

timing.

In section A-4 it was stated that the gas-counter and

side-detector must be triggered in coincidence, making

allowance for the neutron flight times. The minimum flight

time, T min' was determined by the angle of the He 4(n,n)
scattering, the highest energy neutron of interest, and the                 -

gas-counter to side-detector distance. The maximum flight

time. T . was determined by the lowest energy neutron of'  max'

interest. The difference of these two flight times,

T=T - T . is the total resolving time required by
res max min'

the coincidence circuit.

At this point it is necessary to describe the portion

of the electronics which generates the gas-counter to side-

detector coincidence pulses. The anode outputs of the gas*

counter PM's and of the side-detector PM's both trigger pulse

shapers which put out standard amplit.ude rectangular pulses,

whose width is one half of the required resolving time. T   =PS
T
res 12.

These pulses then go to a coincidence circuit which               '

generates a standard output pulse for any input pulse overlap

(see fig.  II- 14) . The coincidence timing can be changed by
'6

adding to or taking out cable from the line traveled by the

gas-counter or side-detector anode pulses. .In practice this
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timing adjustment was made in the cable connecting the

side-detector PM's to their pulse shaper.

The gas-counter to side-detector timing was measured by

triggering the PM's of the gas-counter and of a side-detector

simultaneously, and observing the inputs to the coincidence

circuit with an oscilloscope. The PM's were triggered with

(52)small fast flash tubes and a sampling oscilloscope pas

used to observe the coincidence circuit inputs. Fig. II-14

shows how the pulses appear and how the timing is measured.

The timing is set so that the side-detector pulse ends a time

J**in. before the gas-counter pulse starts, as seen at the
coincidence circuit input. This would give coincidence pulses

for scattered neutron flight times· of T t O T +T =Tmin min res max
Typical values of these times are T . = 7 ns. T   = 60 ns,M in '  res

Inax = 67ns, for a side-detector at 155 degrees, 30" from the

gas chamber.

The timing for a given side-detector is not a sharp

function,of neutron energy. There are variations in PM pulse

height which cause triggering time jitter in the pulse shapers.

Differences in neutron flight time because of the nonzero

dimensions.of the gas-counter and side-detector also.add some

imprecision to the timing. For these reasons a safety factor

generally was used to make the timing several ns broader than

for the ideal limits.
---

D.   Electronic Logic

The electronic logic used to carry out the operations vf

4the He  polarimeter-spectrometer will now be described.  A

block diagram of the circuit logic is shown in fig. II-15,
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where the detailed logic is given for only one side-detector,

the other 7 being identical. Circuit diagrams of the individual

components are given in Appendix I .

The anode output of the gas counter PM's was used to

4set the He  recoil detection threshold, and for timing with

the side-detector pulses. The added and clipped anode output

drove a threshold-setting pulse shaper whose output passed

through a veto circuit which "turned off" the gas-counter when

an event was being analyzed. The output from the veto circuit

drove a pulse shaper which in turn drove two pulse fan-outs

to provide 16 timing pulses for one input of each of 16

coincidence circuits.

The clipped and limited anode output of each side-

detector drove a threshold-setting pulse shaper, of which

one output went to the real-plus-random coincidence circuit,

and the other output went to the random coincidence circuiT\,

but with a delay of about 100 ns. The side-detector input to

the real-plus·-random coincidence circuit had its timing w.r.t.

the gas-counter pulse set as described in section C-3.

The triggering of a coincidence circuit indicated that an

event was to be analyzed and the output of the coincidence

circuit was required to perform three functions. Firstl

signals were generated to specify which side-detector had

triggered a coincidence circuit, and whether the coincidence

was real-plus-random or random. Second, a veto pulse was

generated to block gas-counter anode pulses and prevent a

second coincidence from interfering with the analysis of the

first.  And last, a gate pulse was generated that allowed the
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properly delayed gas-counter dynode pulse  to be integrated

and stretched. The integrated and stretched dynode pulse is

4
.              proportional to the He recoil energy, and went to an analogue

to di ital converter (ADC) for pulse height analysis.

The gas-counter dynode pulses were gated to prevent pile-

up of the integrated and stretched pulses. The gate for the

dynode pulses was 400 ns wide, which allowed the entire pulse

-           to be integrated, and covered the about 30 ns spread in the

relative positions of the gate pulse and the dynode pulse,

which arises because of different neutron flight times.

During actual photopeutron polarization measurements

the neutron beam was produced in bursts about 4.5 usec wide,

so the ADC was required to accept pulses only during the times

the neutron beam was irradiating the polarimeter. This helped

reduce the background of neutrons from cosmic rays and natural

radioactivity.
210

The gas-counter was calibrated with the Po alpha

sources in the He-Xe mixture by connecting two outputs from

the fanout circuits to one coincidence circuit. This resulted

in a gate pulse to allow the integration and dtretching of

all gas-counter pulses, and provided a coincidence pulse for

the ADC to permit analysis of the dynode pulse. The analyzed

dynode pulses  gave  a peak  for  the Po alphas,  C a , Nhich  is  one

of the calibration channels introduced in section B-4. The

second calibration channel was obtained in the same, Ca/2,
way, but with the dynode pulses attenuated by a factor of 2

-

just before the gate.

.
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CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Physical Layout.

Fig. III-1 shows the physical layout of the experiment,

which was performed at the RPI Linear Accelerator in Troy,

New York. Electrons from the linac produced bremsstrahlung

which were collimated in the forward direction and illuminated

the photoneutron targets. Photoneutrons from the targets were

collimated and illuminated the polarimeter, which was set up

in an 8' diameter tunnel. The polarimeter was shielded from

the target room by an 8' thick wall of heavy concrete, through

which the collimator passed, and by earth fill surrounding

the tunnel.

The electron beams for bremsstrahlung production consisted

of bursts 4.5 usec wide with an average current in the bursts

of 200 to 800 ma. The repetition rate of the bursts was
-

120 to 360 per second, and the electron energy was set at a

fixed value in the range of 20.to 50 MeV.  For neutron

production at 90 degrees to the photon beam the undeflected

linac beam was used, while for 45 degree production a bending

magnet was used to bring the electrons to a second position

for the bremsstrahlung targets.

The bremsstrahlung was produced by stopping the electrons

in the beam stopper shown in fig. III-2 . The beam stopper

consisted of two 0.007" tantalum sheets separated by 1/8" of

water and backed up by 8" of water to stop all of the electrons.

For cooling, water was pumped through the beam stopper and a

heat exchanger at about 20 gal/min. The bremsstrahlung was
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collimated in the forward direction with about 1 1/2 ft of

iron which was designed to produce a beam about 3" in diameter

4              at the photoneutron target, about 40" away. The remainder of

the beam stopper was shielded with 1/2 to 1 ft of.iron to

reduce neutron production in the target room walls and to

shield the polarimeter from the bremsstrahlung.

The photoneutrons were produced in targets suspended in

the collimated forward bremsstrahlung beam.The photoneutron

targets and several feet of lead and wax collimators defined

a neutron beam about 6" in diameter at the polarimeter.  The

neutron beams were usually filtered by 3" to 7" of lead and

1" or 2" of polyethylene. The lead was used to reduce the

polarimeter background from Compton scattered photons in the

neutron beam, while the polyethylene was used as a neutron

beam hardener, reducing the number of low energy neutrons

(about 1 MeV) relative to the number of higher energy neutrons

via the energy dependence of the hydrogen cross section.

Neutron beam hardening was necessary in some cases to reduce

the random counting rate of the polarimeter which was caused

4by the large number of low energy He recoils. This enabled

the polarization of the higher energy neutrons to be measured

in a reasonable time interval without swamping the polarimeter

with low energy pulses.

The polarimeter, which has been described in chapter II,

was mounted in the tunnel with the neutron beam irradiating

the central portion of the.gas-counter, and with the plane of
A

the side-detectors the same as the plane defined by the

collimated photon and neutron beams. In addition to the 8'
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concrete wall, the polarimeter was shielded by a few feet

of lead on the target room side of.the concrete wall. This

helped shield the gas-counter from the bremsstrahlung target,

and the side-detectors from the bremsstrahlung and photo-

neutron targets. A few feet of concrete blocks near the

bremsstrahlung target also helped shield the polarimeter.

The shielding reduced the y-ray counting rate in the side-

detectors to about 1 in 75 machine bursts, and runs made

with no photoneutron targets in place gave no measurements

of real neutrons.  The background levels were thus sufficiently

low to make meaningful polarization measurements.

B. Polarimeter Alignment.

This section will describe the details of polarimeter

alignment, and the accuracy of this alignment. In Chapter IV

it will be shown that these alignment uncertainties may be

neglected when compared with other uncertainties in the

polarization measurements.

To make meaningful measurements the polarimeter must

be properly aligned w.r.t. the neutron beam. First, the

ga,s-counter must be centered in the neutron beam since other-

wise the effective He scattering volume will be located

asymmetrically w.r.t. the side-detectors, and thus introduce

spurious asymmetry measurements.  Second, the side-detectors

must be situated at equal scattering angles and distances I.

from the gas-counter since ifthe two side-detectors of a pair

are located inadvertently at different neutron scattering I.

angles a spurious asymmetry can be introduced by the angular

4dependence in the He  (n,n) cross section. If the side-
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detectors are at. different distances from the gas-counter
.

an asymmetry will then be introduced by differences in the

g               effective solid angle subtended by each side-detector.

Rotation of the side-detector and gas-counter plane about
+

an axis defined by the neutron beam, kn' introduces an effect

smaller than those just mentioned, and tends to reduce the

magnitude of measured asymmetries.

To carry out most of the polarimeter alignment, a

surveyor's transit was located to sight down the axis of the

neutron collimator at the level of the electron beam. The

transit was first used to center the gas-counter in the

neutron beam. The vertical adjustment was made by raising

t or lowering ,the gas-counter until a pencil line on the

chamber cylinder midway between the flanges coincided with

the transit cross hair. Horizontal positioning was done by

adjusting the cylinder axis to be in line with cross hairs

in the collimator.

The 1/2" aluminum plate for mounting the side-detectors

was adjusted in height by making it fit properly onto the

gas chamber flanges. Previously the flange position had

been set by making the gas chamber cylinder axis vertical,

which was done by checking with a level against the sides

of the cylinder and on the flat portion of the flanges. The

error in the right-left position of the gas-counter w.r.t.
.

the neutron beam is estimated to have been less than

1/8", and about the same for the maximum deviation of the
'-

side-detectors from their proper height.

The final adjustment was rotation of the side-detectors
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about the cylinder axis of the gas chamber to set the right

and left side-detectors of a pair at equal neutron scattering

angles. The alignment in angle was made by using the optical               -

scheme shown in fig. III- 3. One side of a carpenter's level

was-checked for adequate flatness and then had an optically

flat mirror mounted parallel to this side. Machined brass

plugs were then placed in two accurately located holes in the

1/2" aluminum plate, and the flat side of the level was then

placed against the brass plugs with the mirror surface facing

the target room. The holes in the aluminum plate were

located so that the mirror surface should have been perpendi-

cular to the neutron beam if the plate were aligned to give equal
..

scattering angles. While sighting down the neutron collimator

with the transit the aluminum plate was rotated until the .

reflected image of the transit was centered on its cross hairs.

The maximum deviation of the reflected image was about 1/4",
in a total light path of about 60', which gives an uncertainty

in rotational alignment of about 1 minute of arc. In chapter

IV it will be shown that all alignment uncertainties can be

neglected in comparison with other sources of uncertainty in

the final polarization measurements.

C.. Taking Data - List of Targets Used.

To measure the polarization of photoneutrons from a

specified element it is necesdary to make several polarization

measurements. Needed data are:

1) Runs using a target containing the desired element.

2) Runs to measure background from other elements contained

in the target and from the target holder.
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3) Runs to measure background from neutrons produced

in the target room walls.

4) Runs to measure background from cosmic rays and

natural radioactivity.

5) Estimation of the effects from neutrons produced

in the target room and then scattered by the photo-

neutron target.

To measure the relative yield per photon for proper

normalization of background runs, a nitrogen filled ion

chamber was·mounted in the bremsstrahlung beam a few feet

beyond the photoneutron target, and its output used as a

measure of the relative photon fluxes.

The first type of runs may be of two forms. Usually

a set of A and B runs (a run pair)is used, but as mentioned .

in Chapter II a single A or B run may also be used to measure

polarization.

A second type of run  was  also of two forms, A and B

run pairs, or single runs. They were necessary to subtract

the contamination from neutrons produced by other elements

in the target used for the first type of runs, and from

neutrons produced by the target holder.

The third type of run was made to measure the back-

ground from neutrons coming down the collimator after being

produced or scattered from the far target room wall which
=

was visible through.the collimator, and from neutrons

filtering through the shielding. Measurements showed this

to be a negligible source of background.

The fourth type of run was made for several hours

with the linac turned off and no coincidence
 requirements
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.

with the electron bursts. The ·results indicate a negligible

background for the duty ratios imposed by the coincidence
-

requirements with the accelerator.

The fifth type of background is difficult, usually

impossible., to measure, and arises mainly from neutrons

produced in the bremsstrahlung collimator being scattered

by the photoneutron target.,  Calculations indicate that

this is a negligible source of background.

Two types of runs were made to check for possible biases

in the polarimeter electronics.  For one case the logic

circuits for right and left side-detectors were interchanged

by switching cable inputs to the side-detector pulse shapers.

Ih the second case the real-plus-random and random coincidence

tircuits were interchanged for each side-detector.  The first

case tested for possible electronic misaddressing of the

ADC, which would give rise to spurious polarizations of the

opposite sign from the normal electronics arrangement. The

second case tested for equality of the real-plus-random and

the random coincidence circuit resolving times. These

resolving times were also measured by cable insertions to be

equal to within 1/4 ns. The tests revealed no electronic biases

which could produce a spurious polarization greater than about

0.005.

·                A list of·all the photoneutron data used in this thesis

is given in table III- 1 . The table lists the desired element,

-         the laboratory photoneutron production angle, the bremsstrahlung

end-point energy, the actual target used (type 1 runs) and its

shape, and the background target used (type 2 runs) and its
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shape.  Where two or more actual targets were used for a

single element they are all listed with their corresponding
-

background targets.

-

..

r.
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- Desired Lab neutron Brems.end- Actdal Shape Background Shape
Element production point target of target of

angle, degrees energy,VeV. used tar- used target*
get*

160         45             24           Oxalic acid A Polvethylene    G
Water A     Polyethylene    G

30           Oxalic acid B Carbon          R
Water         A     Polyethylene    A'
Liquid oxygen C Mylar holder    C'

-                                                  Liquid oxygen D Styrofoam       D'

38           Water         A Polyethylene A' (30

Mev run)

90             30           Oxalic acid B none-taken calculated
Water         A     Polyehtylene    A'

(12       45             30           Carbon        B     --

47           Carbon        B     --              --

90             50           Carbon        B     --              --

Ca40      90             28           Calcium       E     --

Pb208     45             28           Pb208**       F     --
208**

90             21           Pb            F     --              --

*  Symbols signify  A - target in a polyethylene bottle, about 2" in diameter and 4"
high.

A'- the empty polyethylene bottle used for A.
B - a spherical shell of material, about 2" ID and 2 1/2" OD.
C - a cylindrical volume, about 2" in diameter and 6" high, made

from a mylar cylinder in a vacuum box.
C'- the empty mylar target holder for C.
D - a cylindrical volume, about 3" in diameter and 6" high, made

by boring a hole in a block of styrofoam.
D'- the empty styrofoam'target holder for D.
E - three rods, about 3/4" in diameter and 2" long, mounted next

to each other.
F - a circular disc, about 2" in diameter and 1/2" thick.
G - a cylinder 4" high and 2" in diameter

208** About 95% Pb target obtained on loan from Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

TABLE III-1

.

List of Photoneutron Targets Used for Polarization Measurements

..
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CHAPTER  IV

METHOD OF DATA ANALYSIS

Introduction:

The results presented in .this thesis come from a total

of 52 individual runs. The raw data for one run with four
4side-detector pairs consist of 16 He  recoil spectra, 8 real-

plus-random spectra and 8 random spectra. In this chapter we

will deal with the treatment of these data to yield neutron

polarizations.

In Section A there is a description of how the uncorrected

asymmetries and their statistical uncertainties were calculated.

In Section B there is .a description of how these uncorrected

asymmetries were used to calculate the uncorrected polarizations..

In Sections C and E these uncorrected polarizations are treated

for various scattering effects, which latter arise from the

scattering of neutrons by the polarimeter and tunnel and from

neutron scattering in  the photoneutron target itself.

In Section D we deal with the problem of background

subtraction. Here we describe two methods, which differ only

in the order of subtracting background and making corrections

for polarimeter and tunnel scattering.

Finally, in Section F the other sources of uncertainty

in the polarization are treated. These other uncertainties

arise primarily from a possible polarimeter misalignment,

and it is shown that they contribute negligibly to the total
/

uncertainty.  The results in Section E are thus final results

of the polarization data analysis.
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The principal sources of uncertainty in the final

polarizations are the statistical uncertainties of the

uncorrected asymmetries and uncertainties arising from
'*1

imprecise knowledge of the corrections for polarimeter and

tunnel scattering.

A.   Calculation of Uncorrected Asymmetries and Their Statistical

Uncertainties.

The first stage in the analysis of polarization data is the
-

calculation of uncorrected asymmetries. For neutrons in a

specified energy interval, and for a snecified side-detector

pair, the raw data for a run pair consist of four numbers:

4
R    = real-plus-random He recoils, right side-detector,RA

'                       A run
-                                                                                      4A    = randon He recoils, right side-detector, A runRA

4
R    = real-plus-randon He  recoils, left side-detector,LA

A run

4
A    = randon He  recoils, left side-detector, A run.LA              /

For the B rup  the numbers R    A    R   and A are obtained.RB' RB'  - LB LBr .

4The true numbers of He recoils are then

N    =R     ARA r RA RA                                                                                       ·

l

NLA '= RLA - ALA

NRB  I RRB - ARB

N  i D
LB                 L·B      -     A LB

so from eqs\. II.15 and II.14

7 N    N
E-l RIA x RB

NLA   NLB
-1

and

A    =1- E=P P IV.1
n                n  He

1+E
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PP denotes an appropriate average over the neutrons in the
n He

specified energy interval and over the range in scattering
-

angles from the He because of the non-zero He and side-detector

volumes.. A  is the asymmetry for the specified side-detector
11

pair for neutrons in the selected energy interval.
4

Since R    A    etc. are numbers of He recoils with
RA'  RA'

normal counting statistics, the value of A  will have ann

uncertainty,  AAn.  Using /RRA+1  for BRA' etc. a straight-

forward error analysis yields

EAA =
[ RRA+ ARA+ 2 R +A +2 R +A +2

n    .      2 I
+  RB RB +  LA   LA                I

(1 + E) [ (RRA - ARA)2  (RRB - ARB)2 (R  - A  )2LA LA               

R +A + 2- 1/2+ LB LB     :

(R   - A  )2LB LB     -
IV.2

For a single A or B run the analysis must be modified, and

. requires the measured detection efficiency ratio from a run Dair.

If N·   N    N   and N are taken as the run pair, then fromRA' LA' RB LB

eq. II.16 the detection efficiency ratio is

,N   N
'RA   = n LB 4 RA LB

--------= R--x N IV.3
n LA n RB LA RB

From th6 single A run we have data NRA = RRA - A A and

N =R' -A' and from eq. II.11 we haveLA LA LA '

N'     -  N'       nEA]
A ' = RA LA lnLAJ IV.4n                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    r.

N' +N
fnRAlRA LA

lnLAJ
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The uncertainty in A' is given byn

8.A '  =              1                    L (2N  '   (BILA) ) 2    (RRA  +  A'  +2)
-                  n    (NRA + NLA(nRA))  [   LA (nLA)            RAnLA

, (nRA),2   , + A,  + 2) + (2N A NAA)2( 8(BRA))2]1/2+ (2 .NRA (ELA) J (RLA LA lnLA)  ]
]

IV. 5

where

A (nRA) 1 (nRA)
[ RA RA RB RB LA LAI   R     +  A    + 2 R +A +2 R  +A  +2

(nLA) 2 (nLA) + +
[ NRA2 NRB2 NLA2

+ RLB+ALR+2   1/2
N 2   1LB

IV.6

The analysis of a single B run proceeds in the same manner.

=                 For actual polarimeter runs the results in eqs. IV.1 and

IV.2, or eqs. IV.4 and IV.5, are calculated for several intervals

in incident neutron energy, and for each of the four side-

detector pairs. The set of neutron energy intervals is selected

according to limitations set by the polarimeter resolution,

the level of structure in neutron energy desired, and the

4
minimum number of He recoils required to be in an energy

interval to give reasonable values for AA .n
4Since the He  recoil spectra exist as pulse height spectra·

in a multichannel analyzer, the incident neutron energy interval

set must be converted into analyzer channel sets. These channel

sets depend on the central scattering angle of the side-detector

-,            pairs and on the corrected calibration channels Cl and C a     a /2

of eq. II.17 .

The channel corresponding to a neutron of energy En MeV is
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C = 2 C' - C, +
  E n[l

-

o  J]
I          1   (cd -cd/2) r

C /cos2.00+.14.76'+cose )2,1
n   [  a/2    al      2.65 24.7

IV.7

where the results of eq. II.8  have been used with p = mn = 0.252,

mHe 4
and eo is the central laboratory scatterine angle for the side-

detector pair in question. With eq. IV.7 the incident neutron

energy interval set can be converted into channel-sums of the

analyzer spectra, and the asymmetries calculated.

The final results of this stage of data analysis are four
-\

sets of asymmetries and uncertainties, one set for each side-

detector pair. The four sets will be called A (0.) +AA .ni J
ni

(0 ), where i stands for the i'th  neutron energy interval and

8. is the central scattering angle of the j'th side-detector
J

pair.

B.   Calculation of the Uncorrected Neutron Polarization

and Spectrum

The asymmetries are a suitably averaged product of the

neutron polarization and the He4 (n,n) polarizing power.·  From

eq. IV.1 we have for the side-detector pair with central

scattering angle eo

An =  PnPHe (00)
IV.8

dN
If 3-E is the differential neutron spectrum incident on the

n
4

He polarimeter, then                                   r

dN
 Pn(En) 313 (En) PHe(00'En) SHe(00'En) dEn

PnPHeCeo)  =           n
' dN  (En)  SHe<00'En)   dE

3.E                                     
   n

n
IV.9
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where PHe(00'En) and S  (eo,En) are the nolarizing power and„                                                                                  He

detection efficiency of the polarimeter, for incident neutrons

of enengy En and the side-detector pair at scattering angle eo·.

PHe (00'En) and SHe (00'En) are averaged over the scattering

volume of the He and the detection volume of the side-detector.

The details of this calculation are given ih Appendix II.  The

integrations in ea. IV.9 go over the neutron energy interval in

question.

If the neutron energy interval is such that the variations

dN
in  Pn,   dE   ' PHe He

and S are sufficiently small, t]ien eq.IV.9
n '

can be rewritten as

An (En) = Pn(En) PHe (eo, En) IV.10

where E  is the average energy of the neutrons in the givenn
:

interval and

 Pn(En)   (En) d En
Pn (En) =3         n                         IV.11

dN
3-E (En) dEnn

)

P  (0 *En) SHe(00'En) dEPHe(00'En) =   He  o'                 n      IV.12I .

 SHe (eo,En)  dEn
From eq.IV.12 and the calculations of P and cHe vHe

discussed in appendix II the values of P-  can be calculated,He

and with eq.IV.10 give

_ _    An (En)
Pn (En)  = -     -                IV.13

PHe<00'En)

The .values of
15-H-e C e o ' E-n-)

were calculated from the phase shifts
3

of Hoop and Barschall , so eq.IV.13 gives Fn from a measured(53)

quantity and a calculated quantity.
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The relative neutron spectrum incident on the polarimeter

can also be calculated.

-  If we set                                                                  2
-      SHe(00'En)  dEn

SHe (00' En) IV.14
fd Ej n

as the average detection effie_iency of the polarimeter, for the

 iven side-detector pair and neutron energy interval, then

4using the number of He  recoils for a run pair as defined in

Section A we have
-  -    N  +N+N  +N
Nn (En) =

RA LA RB LB IV.15

 -He    (e o,E n)

where N  (En) is the relative number of neutrons in the neutron

energy interval centered on E .n                         -      -
In the absence of any corrections to the data, P  and Nn n

would be independent of the side-detector pair used to make.

the measurement. However, polarimeter and tunnel scattering

corrections make P  and N  also dependent on the side-detectorn n
scattering angle, so the uncorrected neutron polarization and

spectrum for a run pair actually consist of four sets, one

from each side-detector pair. These four sets, which will be

labeled Pn(ej, Eni) and NnCei'En.)' form the input for the
J 1

analysis stage described in Section C.

One final detail for this section is the calculation of

uncertainties for P and N An error analysis (assumingn n

AP   =0) yieldsIle

_      AAn(En)
Apn'.= IV.16

PHeQeo'En)

and
r                                                                                       11/2

-             _      { (R         +     A         +2)      +      (R         +A         +2)      +      (P         +A         + .2)  +  (R         +A         +2)}AN - C RA RA LA LA
 

-RB RB   "-'LB LB ,n

5 -e (e o' En )
IV.17
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In this thesis no error has been included for P and 5-He He '

(46)                4In view of the analysis by S. Kowalski and the new He (nA)

phase shifts of Hoop and Barschall the uncertainties(53)

in 15   and 5--  have been assumed small compared to those intro-
He He

duced by the polarimeter and tunnel scattering corrections.

8PTable IV-1. shows the values of (-) which were used byHe
P

S. Kowalski.  For measurements made with the stainless steel

gas chamber with side-detectors at 113°, 127°, 141° and 155°,

and about the same for the aluminum gas chamber which generally

utilized the angles given in Table IV-1, the values from this
8p

table indicate that (-) averaging the data over all the
p He'

angles, is roughly 0.05.  The largest measured polarization

Pn was about 0.50 *0.05. The uncertainty APn caused by-
8P
E-F )He = .05, isE 0.025. This contribution would only give

. a .12% increase to the uncertainty of * 0.05 for AP  which isn

used above. Most measured polarizations were about 0.10 and
8p

have an uncertainty APn from (-)   of about* 0.005, which
P Re

is negligible when combined with the APn caused· by other sources

(e.g. statistics).

C.   Corrections Due to Polarimeter and Tunnel Scattering

The corrections due to polarimeter and tunnel scattering

arise chiefly from double neutron scatterings. A neutron in

the incident beam may scatter first from the He and then from

the gas chamber or tunnel wall, with some of the second

scatterings resulting in the eventual triggering of a side-

  detector. Many of these double scatterings satisfy the timing

conditions for a real-plus-random·event and thus appear as part
4

of the measured He recoil spectra.

L.-                                                                                                                                                         3



44
He (n,n)He Polarization Errors

Estimated error in P :E (A p i (from S. Kowalski)He'  < P' He

Neutron Energy / Side-detector
(MeV) angle' 47° 67° 1170 1370

3.8                      - .06 .02 .10

5.6 .06 .06 .02 .10

7.5 .06 .06 .02 .10

10.7 .15 .08 .05 .10

TABLE IV-1

L

7,                                                 F                                               4
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...

Corrections to the measured polarization data will

first be considered in a general form. This general form
.

will be used for the·background subtraction and the photo-

neutron target scattering corrections described in Sections

D and E, as well as for the polarimeter and tunnel scattering

corrections described in the present section.

Corrections to measured neutron polarizations may be

defined as follows. Assume a monoenergetic photoneutron
+ +

beam of Nn neutrons with En MeV polarized along k  x kn' andll
+  +

let the numbers with spin projection  1/2 along k x kn be

N      Then the polarization of this beam is  -
n +

n      n-
N-N

P= +
n     N    + Nn- -

IV.18n+

w             Let us further assume that there is a second, contaminating,

source of' neutrons of apparent energy En MeV, (they produce
4the same energy He recoil) and that this source has a measured
+ +

polarization along k x kn of
Y

N-N
C+ C-

P  =
c N+N IV.19C+ C-

The polarimeter will be unable to distinguish the two kinds

of neutrons, as both have apparent energy En' so the measured
+ +

polarization along k x kn will be
Y

0,

(N   +N  ) - (Nn- +Nn+ C+ C-)
P = IV.20
m   (N   +N  ) + (Nn-+N  )n+ C+ C-

-.
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which can be rewritten as

pm = (1 - kc) Pn + kc Pc
IV. 21

where      -

NNC+ +  C-
k = IV. 22
c       N +N +N +N

n+ n- C+  C-

Eq. IV. 21 can be solved for P to given

P   -k   Pm c c
P = IV.23n 1-k

C

so if P  and k  can be measured or calculated, Pn may beCC

found from P . k  is the fraction of contaminating neutronsm   c-

and P  is the polarization of this fraction.C

The measured polarization and spectra of Section B,
2

Pn (ej, Eni) and Nn (ej' Eni)' are corrected for polarimeter

and tunnel scattering with eq. IV. 23. For a specified

side-detector pair we may considere. as fixed and define ·
J

p (i) = Pn Ce-  E .)m          J'  ni
IV.24

Nm(i) = Nn (ej' Eni)

The fraction of contaminating neutrons kc and their polarization

P  must be calculated from P (i) and Nm(i), where i is thec m

index which labels the neutron energy spectrum.

The fraction kc( k  ) and polarization Pc(EP  1 for                .-SC SC

polarimeter and tunnel scattering corrections are calculated

from four matrices M (i.j 1, M (i,j ),Psc+(i,j ) and .-

SC+ SC-

P   (i,j ).  The details of calculating these matrices areSC-

given in chapter VI.  Msc+(i,j ), Msc-(i,j ), P (i i ) andS C+  C- 'J
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P   (i,j 1 relate the measured polarization and spectrum,
SC-

P-(i) and N  (i), to the polarization and spectrum of them m

neutron beam incident on the polarimeter.P. (i) and N. (i),' ln ln

by the equations
N.  (i)ln

Nm(i)  =  1 -k
IV. 25

(i)SC

 m(i)
= P  (i) k (i) + P (i) (1»k  (i))SC SC in SC

where

N  +(i) =IN. (j) Msc+(i,j ) [l.* Pin( )]SC- ln
2

j

 sc+(i)
E N. (j) M   (i.j )P   C  i 1[l- PinCj)]/N   (i)

ln Sci ' Sct 1,2 Sci
j

2

P  (i) = SC+ SC+ SC- .SC-
N (i)P (i)+N (i)P (i)

SC                           (i)N    (i) + NSC+ SC-

N    (i) + N (i)SC+ SC-
ksc(i) = . N. (i) + N (i)+N (i)ln SC+ SC- IV.26

Using eqs. IV. 25 and IV. 26 the polarization and spectrum

of the incident neutron beam, corrected for polarimeter and

tunnel scattering , are

P. (i) =   m sc SCP (i) - P   (i) k (i)

in           1 - ksc(i) IV. 27

Nin(i)
=

Nm(i) -Nsc+(i) - N (i)SC-

-   Nm(i) (1 - ksc(i))
-

In practice eqs. IV.27 cannot be solved directly for P. (i)ln

and Nin(i) since Psc(i) and ksc(i) are functions of pin(i)
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N. (i).  Thus a reiterative method was used to solve eqs.
ln

IV. 27.

A zero order solution for (P. N. ) was taken to be
ln, ln                                                                                                                      -

(Pm,Nm)' and used to obtain zero order values for k  and PSC SC

with eqs. IV.26. These zero order k and P were then used
SC SC

on the right side of eqs. IV.27, yielding a first order

estimate to (P.  N. ). which may be labeled (P, Nl).  Theseln' ln '

1,

(Pl,Nl) were then used in eqs. IV. 26 to obtain first order

ksc and Psc, which were then used in eq.IV. 27 to obtain

second order estimates for (P.  N. 1. The reiteration wasin' in'

repeated twice more to obtain the final estimate to the

corrections.  The difference in the values of (P3'N3) and

(P4, N4) were a few percent or less so the final solution

of eqs. IV. 27 for (Pin'Nin) was consistent to a few percent

in the magnitude of P. and N. .
ln ln

The final corrections with eqs. IV. 27 were made with

k  and P  in eq.IV. 26 calculated from the average of (P4,N4)SC SC

over. the four side-detector pairs.  Since (Pin' Nin) are

properties of the neutron beam incident on the polarimeter

the four sets of (P4'N4) are separate estimates of the same

quantities and their average should be a better estimate.

The agreement hmong the four sets of (P4'N4) is shown in
fig. IV-1  where they are plotted along with the average,

(74,N4), for an actual run pair.  The average, (74,N4),
.

was used in eqs.IV. 26 to make the final corrections in

eq.IV. 27.
.-

Once the polarimeter and tunnel scattering corrections

have been made to the polarization measurements it is nec.essary
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to calculate uncertainties for the corrected quantities. Eqs.
-                    -

IV.16 and IV.17 give the statistical errors,8 P and AN . forn        n'

-            the four sets of measured (Pm'Nm).  If the uncertainties in

P  (i) and-k  (i) are AP (i) and Ak  (i), then for a specified
SC SC SC SC

sideidetector pair we have

AP. (i) = 8 n (i)
ln St                                       '

1 - ksc(i)

rk   (i)  12         2  'Pm(i)-Psc(i)12[ I sc
AP. (i) =

)   (Apsc(i)) +  (1-k  (i))2 in sys I li-k  (iSC SC

x( Aksc(i)) 1
2]1/2

AP. (i)
[(APin      2               2 ]1/2ln (i)St) + (8 P. (i)   )ln,  SyS   J

IV.28

and

4.Nin(i).st =    ANn         sc(i) (1-k (i))

ANin(i) IV. 29sys= ANm(i) Aksc(i)

,2] 1/2
ANin(i)

=  (ANin(i)st)2 + C ANin(ilsysJ ]

where the subscript "st" stands for statistical error component

and "sys" for systematic error component.
.

-              The uncertainties were split into two components to

distinguish which part came from the counting statistics and...

which part came from the scattering corrections. The systematic
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error in the polarization measurements arises from uncertainties

in the scattering corrections. As is shown in chapter VI, the

scattering correction matrices are estimated to be uncertain

by about 30%, so

8 k   = 0.3. k
SC SC

IV. 30
AP = 0.3 P

SC SC

Since the scattering correction matrices are calculated

in the same manner for each side-detector pair the uncertainties

Ak   and AP have a correlated component for the four side-SC SC

detector pairs, and this must be taken into account when

averaging the four results to obtain the averaged and corrected

polarization measurements for a given run set.

A general method of combining a set of measurements with

statistical (or uncorrelated) and systematic (or correlated)

components in their uncertainties will now be described. We

consider a specific neutron energy interval centered on E , and· n
label the four side-detector pairs with a subscript j. The four

final polarization measurement results for E  are then P.. AP..n          J.   J.
AP     and AP    .    We weight the polarizations with the inverse

S t j
'

sys.
J

square of the statistical uncertainty, and then an error ana1ysis

gives, assuming complete correlation of the systematic error

components,

1                                                                                                                    ...
11.

J        ( AP   ) 2
Stj

E.w.  p.
=J J J IV.31

I. w.
J     J

-18p St =
1 'j wi 1,/2
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E w AP
Apsys =  i j  sysJ

tj Wj

AP    =  (Apst)2 + (Apsys)2 ]1/2

)

The same method is used for N, ANst' AN . and AN, the
sy s'

corrected and averaged spectrum of the neutrons incident on

the polarimeter.

The final results of subtracting the corrections for

polarimeter and tunnel scattering are the polarization and

spectrum

F(E  ) +AP(E .)ni ni

817(Elli) =  ( AYst(En ) +Capsys(Eni))2 1/2
7 -

IV.32

and

NCE .)  ANCE .)ni ni

A N (Eni)      =      1  (ANst  (Eni))  2+      (6 Nsys  (Eni))  2 11/2

IV.33

where i goes.over the entire range of neutron energy intervals

selected in the first stage of data analysis. These results

are the starting point for later stages of analysis, now to be

           described in Sections D and E.

D.   Subtraction of Background
I.

If the photoneutron target has some contaminating neutron-

producing element in it, or if the target holder produces neutrons,
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then these neutrons form background.  Background is best

illustrated by the oxalic acid(C2H2O2.2H2O) targets which
16                                               -were used for sqme of the 0 (y,n) polarization measurements,

where the carbon also produces neutrons. The neutron

polarization measurements on oxalic acid must be corrected for

the carbon neutrons before results for oxygen are obtained. -

Background is measured by making runs with the desired

target (e.g. oxalic acid), and runs with either a target of

the contaminating element (carbon for the oxalic acid) or with

the empty target holder. The relative integrated bremsstrahlung

fluxes were measured with the ion-chamber monitor described

in chapter III.

The method of background subtraction will now be illustrated

with the example of subtracting the carbon contamination of the

oxygen photoneutrons from an oxalic acid target. Let the.results

of eqs. IV. 32 and IV.33 for a set of oxalic acid runs be..P  i0X

87     N   + AN and for the background carbon runs Pc&8Fc,OX' OX OX'

NciaNc, where we have dropped the dependence on E   as onlyni

one neutron energy interval at a time need be considered. Let

the integrated ion chamber readings for the two targets be

Iox and Ic, and the masses of carbon in the two targets be mox

and m . Then the fraction of the neuttons incident on theC

polarimeter which came from the carbon in an oxalic acid target

run is

N .I. m
k = C  OX OX IV.34
c      N I m

OX C  C

We can then subtract the carbon ·component of P to obtain
0X
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P    -k p
P 16 = IV.35

OX C C
-                                       0             1-k C

N 16 = N (1-kc)0       ox

By the same method used previously equations may be derived

for the statistical (or uncorrelated) and systematic (or correlated)

components of the uncertainties in P 16 and N 16. The statistical
00

uncertainties in P 16 and N 16 arise from the statistical00
uncertainties in the measured quantities in eqs. IV.34 and IV. 35.

while the systematic uncertainties arise from the previously

described polarimeter-tunnel scattering correction uncertainties.

The final equations for AP016 =  (AP 16 ·)2+(AP-16  )2]1/2 and0 St u sys 1
[         2            2]1/2AN 16 = (AN 16 1 + (AN-16   ) . are cumbersome and are given

0             [        o st U  sys  1

in Appendi-x III.

The corrections for polarimeter and tunnel scattering,

and background, were subtracted in two ways, these differing

mainly in the order of their subtraction. The procedure

described thus far involves first subtracting the corrections

for polarimeter and tunnel scattering and then using the

results of this calculation for background subtraction. The

second procedure involved first subtracting the background,

and then subtracting the corrections for polarimeter and tunnel

scattering. The former method proved simpler to use for

computations, but unecessarily introduced the systematic

uncertainties involved in subtracting the corrections· for

polarimeter and tunnel scattering from the background run.

./ The latter method avoided this problem, but involved handling

more data as the background must be subtracted separately for

each side-detector pair because of differences in the as-ye
t-
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"

not-made polarimeter and tunnel scattering corrections.  In        r
T

practice the first method was used when the background formed

less than 10% of the neutron beam and its contribution to the

uncertainties was less than 10%.  When analyzing data by the

second method the corrections for polarimeter and tunnel

scattering are made as shown in Section E, except that the

background has already been subtracted from each side-detector

pair, with a corresponding increase in the statistical

uncertainties.

E.   Subtraction of the Corrections Due to Scattering in the

Photoneutron Target

Since the photoneutron targets generally had dimensions

which were an appreciable fraction of a neutron mean free path,

it was necessary to make corrections for the scattering of
h

neutrons in the target. Photoneutrons may be produced at an

arbitrary angle and then scattered toward the polarimeter, thus

affecting the measured polarization. The effect of the scattered

neutrons must be calculated and the measured photoneutron

polarization corrected for these effects. The details of the

calculations will be given in chapter VI, with the present

discussion only describing the use of the results of the

calculations.

For a specified target, bremsstrahlung end point, and

photoneutron production angle the calculation of the corrections

due to scattering in the photoneutron target yield a set of
polarizations and fractions, Pts(E .) and k  (E .) which are              -ni ts ni

a function of the energy interval of the neutron beam incident
on the polarimeter. E . P  (E .) is the polarization of the'  ni' ts ni
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-             component of the neutrod beam which underwent scattering in

the photoneutron target, while kts(Eni) is the fraction of the
-

beam incident on the polarimeter, in the interval E .  whichni'

these neutrons form.

The target scattering corrections are subtracted from the

data resulting from the stage of analysis described in section

D.  After the polarimeter and tunnel scattering corrections,

and background, have been subtracted we have the results Pt
16

and Nt' which are generalizations of the 0 example, i.e.

P 16 and N 16 of eqs. IV.35.  The polarization results may

be expressed as

P     f   A p
t        t

IV. 36

I (Ap  12 + (Ap )211/2
  t - l tst t sys  J

which then allows the target scattering corrections to be

subtracted as in eq. IV. 23, to give the final results

P   -k  Pt    ts ts
P = IV. 37F        1-k

ts

An error analysis, separating the statistical and systematic

uncertainties, yields
8p

tstAp    =
Fst 1-k

ts

6PFsys=  (  -kts)2(8 ts)2+    1    (AP    ) 2

(1-k 12 tsysts'
P  -Pt   ts

 <(1-kts)2 )2 (Akts)2  1/2

-                         6PF   -  (Ap   )2   <        
2] 1/2

l Fst .   Fsys  ]
IV.38

where the target scattering correction uncertainties
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are assumed to be entirely systematic. The uncertainties

in P and k are taken to be (see chapter VI)
ts ts

AP = 0.3 Pts ts

Ak = 0.3 k IV.39
ts ts

The results in eq. IV.37 are the final values for the

polarization of the photoneutrons from a given target. The

results come from the raw polarizations, with corrections for

polarimeter and tunnel scattering, background neutrons, and

corrections for internal scattering in the photoneutron target,

all subtracted.  The uncertainties in eqs. IV.38 are final

except for polarimeter misalignment effects which are discussed

in section F. As will be shown in Section F, polarimeter

misalignment effects make a negligible contribution to the

uncertainties, so eqs. IV.38 give effectively the final

results for the uncertainty in the polarizations.

F. , Effects of Polarimeter Misalignment

The final source of uncertainty in the polarization

measurements to be discussed is that arising from misalignment

of the polarimeter. There are two types of such misalignment.

First, the gas chamber may be located asymmetrically in the

neutron beam, and second, the side-detector plane may be slightly
+ +

rotated about the vector k x k  so that the two side-detectors
y    n

.

in a pair are not at the same central scattering angle.
+

Rotation of the polarimeter about k  bv a few degrees or lessn '

has  a negligible effect and will not be considered further.

The first type of misalignment arises principally from
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the gas chamber not being located in the center of the neutron

beam. The gas chamber position was checked against cross hairs

on the neutron collimator with a transit located in the target

room, and it is estimated that the placement error in the gas

chamber was less than 1/8". Since the neutron beam was collimated

to about 6" diameter at the gas chamber with the penumbra bringing

it effectively up to 7" diameter, and the gas volume is a 5"

diameter cyclinder, this gives an effective displacement of the

scattering He volume w.r.t. the side-detectors of about 0.016"

to the right or to the left. This possible displacement introduces

an uncertainty in the equality of the central scattering angles

and the effective solid angles of the two side-detectors in a

pair.

The second type of misalignment comes from several causes:

'.

1) Improper positioning of the side-detectors because of

incorrectly located holes for bolting the side-detectors to the

aluminum mounting plate.  Because the bolt holes and the 10"

diameter holes for fitting the mounting plates around the gas
+

chamber base are machined to - 0.005" this produces a maximum

error in the side-detector scattering angles of about 1 min.

of arc.

21 The mirror and ca,penter's level used with the transit

to align the polarimeter may introduce some errors because of

imperfections. Also, the reflected image of the transit scope

may not be lined up with the scope's vertical cross hairs. The

mirror was first surface and optically flat, while the level

-'       was checked for flatness to 0.001". Thus the contacting

surfaces of the level and mirror may be non-parallel to the

contact points of the level and the brass plugs in the mounting
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plate by about 0.001" in 10", the width of the mirror, and

this introduces an error of about 1/4 min. of arc in the

side-detector angles. The image of the transit scope was
-

displaced from the vertical cross hairs by less than 1/4",

with the total light path being about 60 ft., which gives about

1 min. of arc alignment accuracy. Thus the total error in the

optical alignment was about 1 min.  of arc in the side-detector

angle.

3) The center of the photoneutron target was positioned

to about 1/8". For the 45 degree data this gives about 2 min.

of arc, and for the 90 degree data about 1 min. of arc

uncertainty in the side-detector angle. The shift of the

effective center of the target because of the attenuation of                ..1

the bremsstrahlung beam in the target is negligible. For a

.2" thick target a 10% attenuation of the photon beam only shifts

the effective center of neutron production by 1/50" from the

true center-of-mass. This corresponds to about the worst case

in actual targets used, and results in a negligible s.hift

compared with the 1/8" uncertainty in true center-of-mass

position.

Combining all the errors in angular misalignment gives

an expected uncertainty of about 2 min. of arc in the side-

detector angles.

The calculation of misalignment effects starts with eq.

I L.9,
dc

NR  =  N  nR'ird--C eo)   [1  +  PnPHe Glo ) 1
-  dc

NL  =  N  "L  8-rl -( 0@   [1  -  PnPHe Ce o )] IV.40

I f we consider a small shift 6 of the gas volume to the right
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of, and perpendicular to, the neutron beam, then to first

-            order in 6 and be = - A- cos e
r 0

0

.-

N< )   = N( ) (eo)  + AN(R1 IV.41
LL'                                                                -

where
3P1 dc He

,      I  r     3 0  C HTI) *
pn 39   1

8 Nr R, =
LL' 1+P P              r

f N ( )       (0  o J       [  L      C  ,   )

T

.l ae   + 26sineQ]
n He 0=0        0

0

IV.42

In eq. IV.42.0 is the central scattering angle for the side-
'     0

detector pair in question and r is the center-to-center distance
0                                                            '

of the gas chamber to side-detector. The derivation of eq.IV.42

takes account of the variation of n<R  with 6 because the solid
angle of the side-detectors changes with r .  Eq. IV.42 also

             holds for a rotation of the side-detectors byae , if 6 is set

to zero.

From eq. IV.42 it can be shown that

N  -NRLA  =
n    N+NRL IV.43

= An<eo) + AAn

where

NR(00) - NL(00)
An(001 =

NR(eo) + NL<00)

[ 26 sin Bo [ 3 'dal             ]1     18A +   [   39,219       +   P     a pn-  [    r                         He ]he   ]
I  1 CAL) n( 39 ll'

0=8
IV. 44     0

4
In deriving eq. IV.44 the denominator 1  P P of eq. IV.42n He

has been set equal to unity.

The estimates of 8 A  must be made with 6= 0.016", and
n

1
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6
w i t h a e      -2     m i n.      o f     a r c.          W i t h 6     =     0.0 1 6"     a a e     =      -r-Cos  e          i n     e q.0

0
IV.44 is also generated. The results of eq. IV.44 for 6 = 0.016",

6                                                                                                                                                                                   -
80 = - coseo, are shown in table IV-2 for all side-detector

T0

angles used, with r = 20" or 30" depending on the angle, and0

for incident neutron eneigies of 3, 6, 10 and 14 MeV.  Table

IV-3 also shows the results of eq. IV.44 forae = 2 min. of arc

when 6= 0. The results have been calculated with P = + 0.5,n

whichever value gave the larger 8 An

Experimental tests of misalignment effects were made with

14.7 MeV neutrons from the t(d,n) reaction. Since the zero

degree produced neutrons are expected to have zero polarization,

measurements were made on the forward beam with the polarimeter
'.

properly aligned, with the side-detectors misaligned by 2 degrees

(6 = 0,80 = -2'), and with the entire polarimter displaced 1"                   *
.

perpendicular to the neutron beam (6 = -1",80 = 6 coseo).  The
.0

measurements were made with r = 30",eo = 113 and 155 degrees.0

The results for A  C= AAn) are given in table IV-4 along with

the calculated values from eq. IV.44. The results of experiments

are in reasonable agreement with the calculations, so eq. IV.44

can be used to estimate the uncertainties arising from

polarimeter misalignment.

The values of AA shown in tables IV-2 and IV-3 indicaten
that uncertainties from misalignment may be neglected compared

with the statistical and systematic uncertainties calculated as

described earlier in this chapter. The maximum value Of AA  isn

0.0028 for r = 20" and 0.0017 for r = 30". When divided by              „,0                           .0

the appropriate average of P  (00, En)(eq. IV.12), the resultingHe

values of AP  are negligible compared with the uncertaintiesn
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calculated with eq. IV.38 which accounts for statistical errors

and uncertainties in the various corrections. Thus the results

for P  +.PF' the measured and corrected neutron polarization andF -8

its uncertainty, are adequately given by eqs. IV.37 and IV. 38   „

which allow only for statistical errors in the uncorrected

asymmetries, and errors arising from imprecise knowledge of the

corrections for scattering by the polarimeter and tunnel and

for internal scattering in the photoneutron target.

1



6 = .016"

. ro= 20" 00 = 47° Bo= 67° 00= 88° Bo = 117'     8  = 137°0

E i:MeV AA     P      AA    P      BA     P        AA     P      AA      Pn,           n    n      n   n      n    n        n    n      n     n

3 -.0018 +.5 -.0021 -.5 -.0017 -.5 -.0016 +.5 -.0014 -.5

6' -.0022 +.5 -.0022 +.5 -.0017 -.5 -.0018 -.5 -.0019

10 -.0024 +.5 -.0025 +.5 -.0018 -.5 -.0023 -.5 -.0022 -.5

14 -.0025 +.5 -.0026 +.5 -.0018 -.5 -.0025 -.5 -.0022 -.5

TABLE IV-2

6 =.016"
ro = 30" 0 o = 113° 00= 1270 0 = 141° 8 = 1550

E   MeV         n     n       n     n       n      n      n      nAA     P      AA     P      AA      P     AA      P
n'

3 -.0011 +.5 -.0011 -.5 --.0011 -.5 -.0009 -.5

6 -.0012 +.5 -.0013 -.5 -.0012 -.5 -.0010 -.5

10 -.0014 +.5 -.0016 -.5 -.0014 -.5 -.0011 -.5

14 -.0016 -.5 -.0017 -.5 -.0014 -.5 -.0010 -.5

'1                                                                                                                                                                                                       .                           ..                                                                                                                                                               D



h                                        ) .

80 = 2'      8  * 47° 00= 67°      8  = 88°     0  = 117° 00  = 137°0 0                    0
E .MeV
n, AA     P      AA     P     AA P AA           ·P              8·A              Pi n n n n n A n n n n

3 -.0007 +.5 -.0011 -.5 -.0012 -.5 +.0002 +.5 +.0005 -.5

6      -.0011 +.5 -.0012 +.5 -.0017 -.5 +.0006 -.5 +.0008 -.5

10 -.0012 +.5 -.0019 +.5 -.0025 -.5 +.0014 -.5 +.0011 -.5

14 -.0013 +.5 -.0020 +.5 -.0028 -.5 +.0017 -.5 +.0011 -.5

TABLE IV-3

80 = 2'      0  = 1130     e  = 1270   0  = 1410      8  = 1550
0                       0                    0                         0

En'MeV AA       P     AA     P     ·AA     P       AA     Pn        n       n     n       n      n         n     n

.3 +.0003 +.5 +.0004 -.5 +.0006 -.5 +.0004 -.5

+.0007 +.5 +.0008 -.5 +.0007 -.5 +.0006 -.5

10 +.0012 +.5 +.0014 -.5 +.0010 -.5 +.0006 -.5

14 +.0017 -.5 +.0015 -.5 +0010 -.5 +.0006 -.5



14.7 MeV neutron beam, zero polarization

113° 1550

Proper Alignment,

measured An                         -.013 .007    -      +.O1ot.005

Displaced 1" - experimental An -.026t.008 -.014-.005

- calculated A -.020 -.011n

Rotated 2"  - experimdntal
An -.0541.007 -.Olot.005

- calculated A -.098 -.024n

TABLE IV-4

.&
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS
--

The results of the photoneutron polarization measurements

are plotted in figs. V-1 to V-24. Table V-1 is a tabulation of

the plots according to desired element, photoneutron production

angle, and bremsstrahlung end-point energy. For each combination

of element, production angle, and bremsstrahlung energy the results

for each of three stages of data analysis are plotted for most

of the actual targets used.  The last plot for each group shows

the averaged final results for a given element, photoneutron

production angle, and bremsstrahlung energy.  All plots show

neutron polarization vs. neutron energy,while the plots of the

final results also have a second energy scale showing the ground
.

state .transition photon eAergies for photoneutron production on

the desired element.

The three stages of data analysis plotted are: a) the

uncorrected polarization, b) the polarization after background

has been subtracted, and c) the polarization after background has

been subtracted and corrections made for polarimeter and tunnel

scattering.  The order in which this analysis was performed is

shown by the numbers, appearing in the appropriate columns of

table V-1.  The following is a more detailed commentary on the

results listed in table V-1.

16
A. 0 -,. 45. degrees, 24 MeV bremsstrahlung

These results were derived from four runs using an oxalic
..,

acid target, and one B run using a water target.  The background

run was made with a polyethylene cyclinder for a target.  All
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runs were made with the stainless steel gas chamber. The
.

results for the oxalic acid runs are plotted in fig. V-1, in

the three stages of analysis indicated in table V-1. The run
r..

with a water target was short and had poor statistical errors,

and is only included in the final results in fig. V-2.

The plots in fig. V-1 show that the corrections for

polarimeter and tunnel scattering produce the largest effect for
' 16

neutrons in the range 2-5 MeV. This arises because the 0

(y,n) giant resonance peak is in the neutron energy range of
166 - 8 MeV. An 0 bremsstrahlung photoneutron spectrum thus

has more neutrons in the 6-8 MeV range compared to the 2-5 MeV

range, and the corrections for scattering by the 6-8 MeV neutrons

tend to wash out the polarization measurements on the lower energy          

neutrons.

16
B. 0 , 45 degrees, 30 MeV bremsstrahlung

These results were derived from five runs with a water

target and four runs with liquid oxygen targets, all taken with

the stainless steel gas chamber, and two runs with oxalic acid

taken with the aluminum gas chamber. The background runs (listed

in table III-1, of chapter III) were: one run with an empty

polyethylene bottle for the water runs;  one run with an empty

styrofoam dewar for three of the liquid oxygen runs ;  one run

with an empty mylar target holder for the fourth liquid oxygen

run; and a run with a spherical carbon shell target for the
*.

oxalic acid runs.

Fig. V-3 shows three plots of the data from three of the
..,

water runs: the uncorrected results; with the background

subtracted; and with background subtracted and corrections made
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for scattering by the polarimeter and tunnel. Fig. V-4 shows

the same three stages of analysis for two of the liquid oxygen

runs with the styrofoam dewar. These two figures illustrate the
V.

large scattering corrections for the stainless steel gas chamber,

especially in the region of 2-5-MeV neutron energy, where errors

become quite large after the corrections have been made. Some

of the low energy points have been left out of the-final plots

because of error bars so large as to render the data meaningless.

Fig. V-5 shows three plots for the oxalic acid runs made

with the aluminum gas chamber. The first plot is the uncorrected

data, the second shows the data after corrections have been made

for polarimeter and tunnel scattering, and the third shows the

data after making corrections for polarimeter and tunnel

scattering and subtracting background. The smaller polarimeter

scattering corrections with the aluminum gas chamber are obvious

=   by comparing these plots with figs. V-3 and V-4. However, the

aluminum gas chamber gives poorer energy resolution than the

stainless steel chamber.

The final results after making corrections for scattering

within the photoneutron targets and adding all the data together

are shown in fig. V-6.
16

C. 0 , 45 degrees, 38 MeV bremsstrahlung

These results were derived from four runs with a water

target. Background was taken from a 30 MeV run on an empty

polyethylene bottle. Fig. V-7 shows plots of the raw data,

after background subtraction, and after background subtraction and
a,

correction for scattering by the polarimeter and tunnel. The

final results, including corrections for scattering within the

photoneutron target are plotted in fig. V-8. The 38 MeV data
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were analyzed in 1/2 MeV neutron energy intervals to look for

structure in the polarization.
16

D. 0 , 90 degrees, 30 MeV bremsstrahlung
-

These results were derived from four runs with a water target,

and two runs with a spherical shell of oxalic acid for a target.

The background for the water runs was a single run with an empty

polyethylene b8ttle target, while for the oxalic acid runs it was

12      16
calculated from the C and 0 photoneutron cross sections. The

water runs were made with the stainless steel gas chamber while

the oxalic acid runs were made with the aluminum gas chamber.

Fig. V-9 shows plots of the water data, first with no

corrections, second with corrections made for scattering by the
..''

polarimeter and tunnel, and third with corrections made for

scattering by the polarimeter and tunnel and the experimental
4

background subtracted.  Fig. V-10 shows the same sequence of

three plots for the oxalic acid runs. The background for the

12      16
oxalic acid runs was calculated from the C and 0 photoneutron

cross section measurements of Verbinski and Courtney The

averaged final results, corrected for scattering within the

photoneutron target, are plotted in fig. V-11.  A theoretical

16
discussion of the 0 results is given in Chapter VII.

12
E. C , 45 degrees, 30 MeV bremsstrahlung

These results were derived from two 30 MeV runs on a

spherical carbon shell target, taken with the stainless steel
+

gas chamber.  A third run was made with the carbon shell and the

aluminum gas chamber. Figs. V-12 and V-13 show the two results,

first uncorrected, and second with corrections made for scattering

by the polarimeter and tunnel. The average of the two sets, with
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corrections made for scattering within the photoneutron target,

„

forms the final results shown in fi-g. V-14.

12
F. C , 45 degrees, 47 MeV btemsstrahlung

..,

These results were derived from 9 runs with a target of

a spheriEal shell of graphite and one run with a spheri·cal shell
of polyethylene. All runs were made with the aluminum gas chamber.

Fig. V-15 shows the results for four of the carbon runs before and

after making corrections for scattering by the polarimeter and

tunnel. Fig. V-16 shows the final results,' including corrections

for scattering within the photoneutron target, averaged over all

runs.

12
G. C  , 90 degrees, 50 MeV bremsstrahlung

.

These results were detived from one run with a spherical

carbon shell target, taken with the stainless steel gas chamber.

Fig. V-17 shows the uncorrected results, and the results after

making corrections for scattering by the polarimeter and tunnel.

Fig. V-18 shows the final results after also making corrections

for scattering within the photoneutron target. The results in

fig. V-18 are averaged over larger neutron energy intervals than

those in fig. V-17.

The C polarization at 90 degrees to a 30 MeV bremsstrahlung12

beam, as measured by S. Kowalski , is also plotted in fig. V-18.
12

These results indicate that C has a polarization near zero for

' photoneutron production at 90 degrees. ·A theoretical interpretation

of these C measurements will be given in Chapter VII.
12

.                                                     40
H. Ca , 90 degrees, 28 MeV bremsstrahlung

These results were derived from one run made with the

aluminum gas chamber. Fig. V-'19 shows the uncorrected data
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and the data corrected for scattering by the polarimeter and
=

tunnel.  Fig. V-20 shows the final results after making

corrections for scattering within the photoneutron target.

208
I. Pb , 45 degrees, 28 MeV bremsstrahlung

These results were derived from two runs made with the

stainless steel gas chamber. Fig. V-21 shows the uncorrected

data, and the data corrected for scattering by the polarimeter

and tunnel.

The large errors for low.energy neutrons are mostly

statistical because of the large random counting rate from

the high flux of low energy neutrons.

Fig. V-22 shows the final results after making corrections

for scattering within the photoneutron  target.

208
J. Pb , 90 degrees, 21 MeV bremsstrahlung

These results were derived from two runs made with the

stainless steel chamber. Fig. V-23 shows the uncorrected data,

and the data corrected for .scattering by the polarimeter and

tunnel. Fig. V-24 shows the final results,·with the data

corrected for scattering within the photoneutron target.

.,



1                                                                               .J                                                               j

DESIRED Neutron Brems. Target Gas* Graph
Order of Data Analysis FINALAnd Graphic Display of ResultsProduction End-Point RESULTS' Used Chamber NumberELEMENT Angle (1.ab),Det Ve V
Raw Background Pol.Tunnel Inc. Target
Polarization Subtracted Scat. Corr. Scat. Corr.

160            45             24 Oxalic SS      V-1           1             2            3
Acid

Water SS       -

V-2

30      Water       SS      V-3          1            2           3
Liquid
Oxygen      SS      V-4          1            2           3
(styrf.
dwr.)

oxalic Al. V-5          1            3           2
Acid

-                                                                            V-6 X

38      Water       SS      V-7          1            2           3
V-8                                                      X

90 30 Water SS V-9          1            3           2
Oxalic A i. V-10          1             3            2
Acid

V-11                                                     X
12

C 45 30 Carbon SS V-12         1            -           2                                                     '
Carbon Ai. V-13              1                   -                  2

A.
V-14                                                     X                                  to

47 Carbon Al. V-15         1            -           2
V-16                                                     X

90                          50 (:arbon SS V-17         1            -           2

V-18                                                     X

Ca40         90             28      Calcium AL V-19         1            -           2

V-20                                                     X
208

P            45             28    ' Pb208** SS V-21          1         ·   -            2b

V-22                                                     X

90             21      Pb208** SS V-23          1             -            2

V-24                                                        X

* SS -Stainless Steel Gas Chamber

AL EAluminum Gas Chamber TABLE V-1

** About 95% p 208 target on loan from Oak Ridge
National Lakoratory.

Tabulation of the Plots of the Photoneutron Polarization Results
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H20 - 45°,30 MeV Brems.
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Oxalic Acid - 45° , 30 MeV Brems.
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Fig. V-5
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Final Results
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CHAPTER VI

RESPONSE FUNCTION OF THE POLARIMETER; CORRECTIONS FOR SCATTERING

BY TH  POLARIMETER AND TUNNEL; CORRECTIONS FOR SCATTERING WITHIN

THE PHOTONEUTRON TARGET.

A. Calculation of the Corrections for Scattering by the

Polarimeter and Tunnel

1. General Description of the Scattering Corrections

The neutron polarization measurements must be corrected

for scattering from the polarimeter gas chamber and the tunnel

walls, a general case of which is illustrated in fig. VI-1.

Many of the doubly scattered neutrons like that in fig.-VI-1

will satisfy the timing requirements of the gas-counter and

side-detector triggerings, and thus will be indistinguishable

from neutrons scattering only from the He. The polarization

measurements must be corrected for the presence of these doubly

scattered neutrons.

The effect of the doubly scattered neutrons on the

measured He4 recoil spectrum for a specified side-detector is

illustrated in the two graphs of fig. VI-2. A monoenergetic

neutron beam of E. = 14.7 MeV is incident on the gas-counterln
4

and the plot shows the He  recoil spectrum measured in coincidence

with a side-detector at a central scattering angle e = 155°.  The
energy scale for the He4 recoils is labeled with the energy of

an incident neutron which would give rise to that energy recoil

by scattering at angle e = 155°.  The first graph shows the

expected recoil spectrum in the absence of any doubly scattered

neutrons, with the width of the peak being determined by the

gas-counter resolution for the He4 recoil energy and the spread
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. in scattering angles because of the non-zero dimensions of the
6

gas-counter and the side-detector. The second graph shows an

actual measured spectrum for 14.7 MeV neutrons and a side-detector
..,

at 00 = 155 degrees.

For purposes of calculation the corrections for doubly

scattered neutrons are split into three types. Type I corrections,

which are described in detail in section A-2, come from double

neutron scatterings involving the cylindrical walls of the gas

chamber. Since the gas chamber walls are illuminated by the

incident neutron beam there are two cases for Type I corrections:

case A, when the neutron scatters fir-st from the He and then from

the gas chamber wall; case B, illustrated in fig. VI-3, when

,           the neutron scatters first from the gas chamber wall and then

from the He. Type II corrections, described in section A-3,
/* come from scatteting first from the He and then from the flanges

of the gas chamber. Calculation of these corrections must take

account of multiple neutron scatterings in the flanges, since

the flange dimensions are generally greater than a neutron mean

free path.  Type III corrections, described in section A-4, arise

from neutrons scattering first from the He and then from the walls

of the tunnel in which the polarimeter was located.

It is now necessary to define the scattering corrections more

exactly, and to relate the notation of this chapter with that in

eqs. IV.24 to IV.27 of chapter IV. We consider a polarization

measurement made with a side-detector pair located at a neutron

scattering angle  e  and a center to center distance  from the  gas
.- chamber of r .  The neutrons incident on the polarimeter in the

0

course of an experiment are split into a set of energy intervals,
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the i'th interval having Nin(i) neutrons with an average energy

of E. (i), and polarization P. (i). The measured neutron spectrum
ln ln

and polarization can be written as (eqs. IV. 25 and IV.26)
.

N.  (i)
Nm(i)

ln

1 - ksc(i)
VI.1

Pm(i)  = P  (i) k  (i). + P  (i) (1-k  (i))SC SC in SC

where
N    (i) + N (i)

ksc(i) N. (i)+ N (i)+N (i)

SC+ SC-

ln SC+ SC-

VI.2
N (i)P (i)+Nsc-(i)Psc-(i)SC+ SC+

 sc(i)
N   (i) + N   (i)

•
SC+ SC_

Nsct(i)     Nin2j) Msct(i,j) Iltp n(j)]

.

I                           1.*Pin Cj)p (i) N n(j) M (i,j)Psct(i,j)[ 2 1 /Nsct(i)Sct 1 1 Sct

The matrices Msc*(i,j), Psc*(i,j) can be calculated from

equations of the form

NRt(i,jl I' nHe dVHe da
) [l *PHe<0He-GC)nions]3-ii  He ( eHe-GC

n   dV
GC GC do ASDX r 2.. EGC ( 0GC- SDR)  2      r.'SDMe-GC

r GC-SDR

6(E  -E. (i
))   Ein<  ap  in

VI.3

where eq. VI.3 refers to fig. VI-1 and
...

Ein<j) - signifies that the calculation is carried out

for incident neutrons of energy Ein(j), with
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unit integrated flux and polarization
i x i

+1 along  *Yx in'
n

6(E  -E. (i))                         4ap ln - signifies that the He  recoil energy

is such that the apparent neutron energy

E  . lies in the interval E. (i).ap, ln

.

NRf(i,j) - signifies that this is.a scattering

detected by the right side=detector,

with an apparent neutron energy of Ein(i),

and incident neutron energy Ein(j) with

polarization + 1.

nHe
= number of He4 nuclei/cm3 .in the gas

volume.                                                €

dV
' He = volume of a small He element.

3

nGC = number of scattering nuclei/cm  in

the gas chamber wall and flanges, or

the tunnel wall.

A              = effective area of the side-detectors.SD

dV = volume of a small element of the gasGC

                  chamber wall and flanges, or the tunnel

wall.

3-=He (0 He -GC), PHe (e He-GC  = laboratory differential cross section

and polarizing powe'r for He4(n,n) scattering

of neutrons of incident energy E. (j) and1 Il

at an angle e He-GC

8                 = laboratory scattering angle for anHe -GC

incident neutron, from dV to dVHe GC
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A . A  =( ky x  
n) .(knxkn')

+ +

where *y is the photon wave
P S

+ i   Rnxtn' ' ky x kn|
,

vector, kn the photo-produced neutron

n                          wave vector, ·and k ' the He4 scatteredn

neutron wave vector going from dV   toHe

dV
GC'

  GC(0 GC-SDR)
laboratory differential cross section

for the gas chamber or tunnel material

for a neutron of energy E ' scattering

at angle E ' is the neutron
0 GC-SDR;   n

4
energy after scattering from He .

+ +

0 GC - SDR
= laboratory scattering angle for k' +k"

n     n'

from dV to the right side-detector.
GC

rHe-GC         =    distance between dVHe and dVGC.

=    distance between dV and the right
rGE-SDR                                GC

side-detector.                          p

n SD            =    detection efficiency per unit area of

the side detector for a neutron of energy

E "· E " is the energy of the neutronn'   n

after the second scattering.

The summation in eq.VI.3 goes over all volume elements dV andHe
---.

dV with the prime indicating that a scattering is counted only
GC'

if the He scattering and the detection in the side-detector obey

the prope-r time relationship as set by the coincident circuit

timing. A similar equation gives N (i,j).
Lt

From the matrices NRt(i,j) and N  (i,j), the matricesLt

...         MAd*(i,j) and P (i.j) can be calculated asSct  '
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NR*(i,j) + NL+(i,j)
M   (i.j)      _Sct

SHe(eo' Ein(i))

1         INR+(i,j) - NLt(i,j)]
 sct(i,j) =

FHe<eo'Ein(i)) [NR+(i,j) + NL+(i,j)]

VI.4

==

where SHe<00'Ein(i)) and PHe(Go,Ein(i)) are the averaged detection

efficiency and polarizing power defined in eqs. IV.14 and IV.12,

and calculated from quantities defined in Appendix II. The

meaning of M (i j) and Psc*(i,j) is that if one neutron/cmSct  '                    
                        2

in the energy interval Ein<j) is incident on the gas chamber with

polarization t 1, then this produces, by double scattering,

M   (i,j) neutrons of apparent energy in the interval Ein(i), andSct

with apparent polarization Psct(i,j).

The next three sections, A-2, A-3, and A-4, describe how
'.

different contributions like eqs. VI.3 and VI.4 were calculated,

but first some additional comments will be made about some of

the quantities used in eq.VI.3.

The He4(n,n) cross section and polarizing power,   He(eHe.GC)
and PHe<0He-GC)' were.calculated from the phase shifts used by

S. Kowalski , the DGS phase shifts with the d-wave phase(46) (54)

shifts set to zero.  The newer phase shifts of Hoop and Barschall(53)

were received after the scattering correction matrices had been

calculated, and since the differences in the He4(n,n) cross section

and polarizing power were not significant in view of the other

approximations made in calculating these matrices, the calculations

were not redone.

The neutron scattering cross section of the gas chamber

material dc  GC (0 1  had one of three forms. First was' do GC-SD ' '
R
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the elastic neutron scattering cross section, which was obtained

by interpolation from a table of experimental cross sections

in both En' the incident neutron energy, and cos
0GC-SDR'  the.

cosine of the neutron scattering angle. Since aluminum, the
.-*

lightest nucleus comprising the gas chamber material, is 27 times

as massive as the neutron, all elastic scattering was assumed

not to alter the neutron's energy.

The second form of cross section was inelastic neutron

scattering. The neutrons were taken to have an evaporation

spectrum

dN E"
e -En"  /  THE " C  n

n              Tt                                                          VI. 5

where

1 + 4 1+4 a(En'-En")T
'1,

2a                              VI.6

-and

C  = a constant. related to the total inelastic cross,

section.

En' = energy of the inci·dent neutron

En"= energy- of the 02tgoing neutron.

a  = a constant for a given nucleus; the value of a

uSed for aluminum and iron (stainless steel) is

8 MeV-1

Eqs. VI.5 and VI.6 are based on the results of several papers
(61-64)on inelastic neutron scattering , and hre a compromise

on several possible forms. Here the total inelastic cross

section was split up into six groups of different energy out-

going neutrons. The six inelastic groups were obtained from

eq.  VI. 5 by neglecting the dependence  of  T on  En  • The outgoing
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spectrum was split into groups centered on E "= .ST, E "= 1.OT,n n
etc. If we set E" =f T then eq. VI.6 can be, solved to given

4 2
E     "         =     _L     [ (1      -      f l      +          (1  -f)          +     4 a E

' VI.7n     2a[                        n

Eq. Vl.7 gives E  . the inelastic scattered neutron energy,

for a given value of f. The fraction of the inelastic cross

section appropriate for.neutrons of this energy is given in-

Table VI-1. The scattering is taken to.be isotropic. Since

little data on the polarization of elastic and inelastic neutron

scattering exist, polafization in the second scattering was
<

neglected.  For incident neutron energies E ' gteater than the

fn,2n) threshold the inelastic cross section had the (n,2n)

cross section added to it to account for the second emitted

neutron,  and was at most  a 1 0% correction.

d-The third type of cross
section for H.3 GC

·was inelastic

scattering of the neutron with emission of a y-ray and subsequent

detection of che y-ray in tile siae-detector. ihe cross section

for (n,n'y) used is the total inelastic and absorption neutron

cross section, and isotropic emission of the y-rays is assumed.

For this case the side-detector efficiency,nSD' is replaced by

a y-ray detection efficiency. The average energy and multiplicity

of the y-rays is a function of the intident neutron energy, E ''

with the values used for aluminum and iron being given in table     -

VI-2.

The side detector neutron detection efficiency, nSD' was

calculated using the hydrogen scattering cross section for
-.

neutrons, the density of hydrogen in toluene, and an assumed

proportional counter energy dependence of the form
(En"-Et )/En 11 '



TABLE VI--1

SPECTRUM OF INELASTICALLY

.,                               SCATTERED NEUTRONS

En' = f T(En)

f
Fraction of
Inelastic c used

0.5 0.173

1.0 0.182

1.5 0.167

2.0 0.191

3.0 0.151

4.0 0.119

3

I= 0.983
''

TABLE VI-2
-9                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           .

y -RAY ENERGIES AND MULTIPLICITIES.

USED FOR INELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING

ALUMINUM STAINLESS STEEL            '

E          E          N                               E              E           NYn     y     y                .n       Y

1.0      -        - 1.0 0.85 1.0

1.5 0.84 1.0 1.5 0.85 1.0

2.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 0.85 1.0

2.5 1.1 1.0 2.5 0.85 1.05

3.0 1.3 1.1         3.0 0.90 1.10

4.0 1.3 1.3 4.0 1.0 1.2

. 5.0 1.7 1.3 5.0 1.1 1.4

6.0 2.1 1.3 6.0 1.2 1.6

7.0 2.5 1.3    - 7.0 1.3 2.0

14.0 2.0 1.0 14.0 1.0 1.0

24.0 2.5 2.0 24.0 3.0 5.0
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where E is the threshold energy. More accurate calculationsth

for such counters  have  been made by Verbinski  et  al. (55)
accounting for multiple collisions and other processes. The

rough values for nSDdo not differ significantly from the more

accurate results of Verbinski et. al. considering the other

approximations being made for these corrections.·

2. Calculation of the Corrections for Scattering from

the Cylinder Wall.

These corrections arise from two cases. Case A comes

from scattering first from the He and then from the gas chamber

cylinder wall.  These corrections were calculated with eq.VI.3,

the sum ·over dVGConly going over the volume of the cylinder wall.

'Case B corrections, illustrated in fig. VI-3, come from
./

scattering first from the cylinder wall and then from the He.

They are calculated from

n   dV
NR* (i,j) = E' 2  C (0GC-He)nHe Hean He-SD

GCGC dV  12-He (e      )
r GC-He                                      R

A  n
- . .  SD S D

x[lf PHe<0He-SDR)(np·ns)(ns'ns'31 6(E  -E. (i)) r2          ap  in
He-SDR 'Ein   

VI.8

where most symbols have already been defined in eq.VI.3, and the

new ones are as shown in fig. VI-3. A similar equation gives

NLE (i,j).

The results from calculations for Case A and Case B

corrections give a component, Mcy*(i,j) and P   (i il  of the
Cyt      '..  '

matrices MSC+(i,j) and Psct(i,j), which later have the flange

and tunnel corrections added to form the complete scattering

correction matrices.
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3. Calculation of the Corrections for Scattering from

the Flanges - Multiple Scattering Effects...

For neutrons in the energy region 1 to 20 MeV all

,           flange dimensions are greater than a neutron mean free path, so

two new aspects come into the calculations of the scattering

corrections. First, the doubly scattered neutrons must be

attenuated as they enter and leavethe flanges, and second,

multiple scattering of the neufrons becomes significant and the

contribution from double and triple scattering in the flanges

may exceed that from single scatterings. For the purpose of

simplifying the calculations, the glass plates in the flanges

were replaced by an equi-nuclear amount of material identical

to the gas chamber i.e. aluminum or stainless steel. This is

'            expected to be a good approximation, since the neutron cross

sections are about the same, and the glass plates do not
..1                                                                                                                                                                         -

contribute greatly to the scattering corrections because any

neutrons scatterbd by them must be attenuated by the material

in the flanges before being able to strike a side-detector.

The corrections for flange scattering are calculated from

eq. VI.3, with modifications for neutron attenuation on entering

and leaving the flange. This gives (see fig. VI-1 for the

geometry)

NR+(i,j) = E'(terms in eq.VI.3) e -din/Ain e- dout/kout

VI.9
where

e-din/Xin. = transmission factor for the neutrons entering

the flange. d· is the distance through flange
.. 1n

material which the incoming neutron travels X.ln

is the mean free path for an incoming neutron
-

»
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...pof. I of energy
En' . '

e-dout/Aout= transmission factor for the neutrons leaving

the flange. d is the distance through flangeOut

material which the ogtgoing neutron travels x Out

is the neutron (or y-ray, when the third type of

dc
3-fi- GC is used) mean free path for an outgoing

neutron of energy En  C Y-ray of energy EY(En')).

The neutron mean free paths.X. and A are calculated using' ln Out'

only the inelastic cross sections. Since elastic scattering

from aluminum or iron leaves the neutron with most of its

energy, and the elastic cross section for neutrons greater than

a few MeV tends to be mostly in the forward direction, this

should be a somewhat better approximation to the actual attenuation

eof the neutrons than using the total cross section. An equation

similar to VI.9 gives NL*(i,j) for the flange scattering.  The

results of these calculations give the flange component of Msct(i,j)

and PSC*(i,j) which will be called M (    i,  and  Pfl* 1,3, flt(i,j)

The matrices Mflt(i,j) are too small since they do not

include the contribution from multiple neutron scatterings in

the flanges. An attempt was made to take multiple scattering

into account by multiplying Mfl*(i,j)by a factor, C Experimentalfl'

measurements, described in Section B, show that this gives a gopd

fit between experiment and calculations if Cfl= 2.5 for the

stainless steel flanges and Cfl =3.3 for the aluminum flanges

(see figs. VI-4, VI-5, VI-6).  Rough calculations of double and

triple scattering in a block 9 x 18 x 18.cm, the approximate

dimensions of the flanges, indicate that these values of C are
f1

reasonable.  The calculated value of Cfl for aluminum is slightly
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greater than that for stainlesssteel, and in both cases the

calculated C is not strongly dependent on the energy of thef 1
neutrons incident on the block, for neutrons in the energy

-         range 1 to 15 MeV. Using the results of the rough calculations

to justify using a C which is not dependent on the neutron
f1

energy, the values of C used for the aluminum and stainless
f 1

steel gas chambers were chosen to give the best fit of the

calculated to the experimental scattering corrections described

in section B.  Thus the flange scattering corrections are given

by the matrices CflMfl*(i,j) and pflt(i,j), with Cfl=3.3 for
the aluminum chamber and C =2.5 for the stainless steel chamber.

-                    fl

4. Calculation of the Corrections for Scattering from

•                       the Tunnel Wall.

These calculations were done in a manner similar to that
.

for the gas chamber flanges. The neutrons were attenuated on -

entering and. leaving the tunnel wall, with the attenuation cross

section being taken as the total cross section with the forward

elastic peak subtracted.  The scattering geometry is similar to

that shown in fig. VI-1, and NR*(i,j) are calculated with an

equation like VI.9, with the sum over dV covering a sectionGC

of the tunnel wall about 10 ft. long and 2/3 ft. thick.  The

tunnel wall material (concrete) was taken to be Si 02 with a

density of 3, and with the neutron scattering cross section

being an average of those for oxygen and silicon, weighted in

the ratio 2:1.  The number of scattering nuclei/cm3 was taken

to be the total number of silicon and oxygen nuclei/cm3.  The
t.

final matrices for the tunnel scattering will be labeled

MTU*(i,j) and PTU*(i,j).
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The tunnel scattering calculations had no corrections made

for multiple scattering of neutrons in the tunnel wall.  Multiple

scattering in the tunnel wall is assumed to be a small effect

.because most of the multiply scattered neutrons will be cut off

by.the coincidence circuit timing. This arises because the

flight paths involved in scattering from the tunnel wall were

generally quite long (several feet), and multiply scattered

neutrons tend to have low energies.  The contribution from

y- rays from inelastic scattering is also assumed to be little

affected by multiple scattering, primarily because of the

large-uncertainties in the y-ray contribution because of the

poorly known (n,n'y) y-ray multiplicities.

K

5. Final Form of the Scattering Correction Matrices,

and Their Uncertainty.                                            r

The total scattering correction matrices, used in

Chapter IV, are

MSC*(i,j) = MCY*(i,j) + CflMflt(i,j) + MT#*(i,j)

Psct(i,j) = .[PCY+(i,j) MCY*(i,j)+ CflPfl+(i,j) Mfl+(i,j)+

PTU+(i,j) MTU+(i,j)]/MSC*(i,j)

VI.10

The matrices VI.10 were used as shown in chapter IV to correct

the polarimater data for the scattering of neutrons by the

gas chamber cylinder and flanges and by the tunnel wall.  It
..

should be noted that the matrices VI.10 depend on the central

scattering angle of the, side-detector pair, and thus the

analysis of polarization data generally required four sets of
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matrices, one stt for each side-detector pair.

The uncertainty in the matrices VI.10 is assumed to be

30%. This is based on a comparison of the experimental and

I. theoretical results to be made in section B of this chapter,

and includes an estimate of the errors made with some of the

approximations used in the calculations. The estimate of 30%

error gives the results of eq. IV.30 in chapter IV, and is

felt to be more likely an over- than an under-estimate of the

error  for  the polarimeter and tunnel scattering corrections.

B. Measurement of the Corrdctions for Polarimeter

Scattering for 14.7 MeV and 2.86 MeV Neutrons

1. Results of the Measurements.
.S

The corrections for polarimeter scattering were

-                                                                                                                                                 4
measured for 14.7 MeV neutrons from the t(d,n)He  reaction,

and are plotted in figs. VI-4 and VI-5.  The graphs show

the relative He4 recoil spectrum, with the 14.7 MeV peak

4normalized to unity and the He  recoil energy plotted as

apparent neutron energy. Fig. VI-4 shows the results for the

aluminum gas chamber, for side-detectors at central neutron

scattering angles of 113 degrees and 155 degrees with a gas

counter to side-detector distance of 30 inches. The

theoretical calculations for the response to 14.7 MeV neutrons

are also plotted, with C  = 3.3.  Fig. VI-5 shows the results
f1

for -the stainless steel gas chamber, for side-detector angles

of 113, 127, 141, and 155 degrees, and a gas-counter to side-

.-
detector distance of 30 inches.  The calculated responses, with

Cfl= 2.5, are also plotted in fig. VI-5.  The experimental results
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shown in figs. VI-4 and VI-5 were used to find empirical Kalues

             for Cflfor the aluminum and stainless steel gas chambers.

The corrections for polarimeter scattering of 2.86 MeV
.,

neutrons from the d(d,n) He3 reaction are plotted in fig. VI-6,

along with the calculations with Cfl= 2.5.  The results are

shown for the stainless steel gas chamber with side-detectors

at 113 and 155 degrees, 30 inches from the gas chamber, and

with a side-detector at 67 degrees, 20 inches from the gas

chamber. These results indicate that the value of C obtained
f1

from the 14.7 MeV·neutrons is still quite accurate for 2.86

MeV neutrons, and substantiate the rough calculations which

indicated that C should not depend strongly on the neutron
f1

2            energy.

By placing a second steel cylinder around the stdinless

4         steel gas chamber and finding the difference in the response

with and without the extra cylinder, it was possible to measure

the scattering corrections from the gas chamber cylinder alone.

The results for 14.7 MeV neutrons are shown in fig. VI-7, along

with the calculated response.for the stainless steel cylinder.

The results are for side-detectors at 113, 127 and 165 degrees,

all 30 inches from the stainless steel gas chamber. Since there

is little multiple scattering in the gas chamber cylinder wall

these· results are a good check on the accuracy of the scattering

calculations.

The calculated results plotted in figs. VI-4 to VI-7 are

NRI (i, j)+NR- (i, jl    -    NL+ Ci, j)  +NL- (i, j)
.

2SHe (eo'El'l (j)) 2SHe(00'En(j)) VI.11

with the experimental resolution of the gas-counter folded into

(
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the calculated spectra.  In eq. VI.11  En<j) = 14.7 MeV, as is

required, and the index i describes the He4 recoil spectrum.

The values of NR*(i,j) are summed results of the cylinder and

flange scattering, except for fig. VI-7 where only the cylinder ..

contribution is taken.

The polarimeter response for 14.7 MeV neutrons has an

appreciable contribution from scattering from the xenon in the

gas chamber. Fig. VI-8 shows the measured response for a filling

of 80 psia of xenon. The measured response for a filling of

80 psia of xenon and 720 psia of helium is shown in fig. VI-9.

These results are for side-detectors at 113, 127, 141 and 155

degrees, located 30 inches from the stainless steel gas chamber.

The results of fig. VI-5 are the differences of the plots in
4.

fig. VI-9 and fig. VI-8.

The polarization data presented in this thesis have had
*

no corrections made for the xenon scattering. The results in

fig. VI-8 show..t.hat xenon scattering is significant only for
-- ----

high ener y incident neutrons, and produce corrections at low

apparent neutron energies. Since none of the polarization

measurements gave significant data at low neutron energies

(< 3 MeV) while also having high energy (> 10 MeV) neutrons

present the absence of xenon scattering corrections has no

effect on the final polarization measurements presented here.

2. Method of Making the Measurements

The 14.7 MeV neutrons from t(d,n)He4 and the 2.86 MeV

neutrons from d(d,n)He3 were obtained from the Cockroft-Walton

accelerator of the MIT Nuclear Engineering Dept. The physical

layout of the accelerator, the neutron·collimator, and the
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polarimeter is shown in fig. II- 7'.. The neutron beam was

collimated to about 6 1/2" diameter. at the gas chamber.  A

BF3 tube in the accelerator ropm was used to monitor the

relative yield for each run. The forward (or zero degree)
.

neutron beam was used, which gave a zero polarization for the

beam and thus enabled scattering corrections to be measured by

using only one side-detector at a given angle. The scattering

corrections for the 2.86 MeV neutrons were measured with the

direct neutron beam. The measurements with the 14.7 MeV beam

were made with 5" of wax in the beam to filter out low energy

neutrons, and it is estimated that under these conditions the

region 1-12 MeV contained less than 5% as many neutrons as

did the 14.7 MeV peak.

»                       The  accuracy with which the corrections  for  14.7 MeV

neutrons can be measured depends on the purity of the beam.

For the measured scattering corrections there are about 50%

as many apparent neutrons in the interval 1-12 MeV as are

observed in the 14.7 MeV peak.  If we neglect the energy

dependence of the polarimeter detection efficiency, then this'

requires that 95% of the neutrons incident on the polarimeter

should be in the 14.7 MeV peak, if we wish to measure the

scattering corrections with less than 10% systematic error from

contamination.

Because of the variation with energy of the transmission
'-

of neutrons by wax it is possible, for a given apparent neutron
.

energy interval, to separate the scattering correction component

of  the  14.7 MeV neutrons  and -the direct component from actual
A

neutrons in this energy interval.  The first component will

be attenuated as the 14.7 MeV neutrons, and the second as neutrons

-
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in the given interval. This procedure neglects scattering

correction contributions from all except the 14.7 MeV neutrons.
..

The scattering corrections were measured first with the direct

neutron beam, and then with the beam attenuated by 1 1/4 '1         r"
-'

and    1 5"    o f wax. The wax was about half way between the neutron

source and the polarimeter, with collimators on both sides, so

good geometry attenuation of the neutron beam should result. For

reference, the neutron transmission coefficient for 5" of wax

is plotted against neutron energy in fig. VI-10.

The results of the attenuation tests are shown in semi-log

plots for four apparent neutron energy intervals in fig. VI-11.

The plots show the number of detected neutrons appearing in the

energy interval per unit count' of the BF3 monitor, this quantity

being plotted on a log scale against the thickness of wax in the·           6

neutron beam. The run with the direct beam has been normalized
.

to unity in each interval. The curves show the expected

transmission for 14.7 MeV neutrons, and for neutrons in the

interval shown on the individual plots.

On the basis of the results of fig. VI-11 it is estimated
)

that 5" of wax has sufficiently· lowered the relative number of

neutrons below about 7 MeV to give meaningful scattering

correction measurements. For the region above 7 MeV neutron

energy the attenuation is too close to that for 14.7 MeV neutrons
L

to give a useful measurement of the components, within the

counting statistics used for the given runs.
.,

A second test, useful mainly for higher energy neutrons,

was made by measuring the pulse height spectrum in a 1/8" x 2"

diameter piece of plastic scintillator (Pilot B) mounted on an

RCA 681OA photomultiplier. The measurements were made with no
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wax filtering the collimated 14.7 MeV neutron beam. The pulse

height spectrum given by this piece of plastic in the 14.7 MeV

neutron beam is shown in fig.VI-12, where it is compared with

-  calculations and measurements by Batchelor et al. for 14(56)

MeV neutrons incident on a 2 1/2" x 2u diameter volume of NE213

liquid scintillator.  Their source of neutrons was the t(d,n)

He4 reaction, and their measurements were made with a time of

flight method, and with a pulse shape discrimination method.

The response of the liquid scintillator and the plastic

are not expected to be significantly different.

At the time the tests for beam purity were nillde only the

1/8" plastic disc was available. To check whether edge effects

would allow the response of Batchelor et al for a 2 1/2"

thick cylinder to be applied to the 1/8" disc tests were later             ,-

made with a 2" thick x 2" diameter piece of plastic scintillator.

The tesponse of the 2" thick plastic cylinder could not be used

in fig. VI-12 as the collimation system had been dismantled

before such tests could be made. Therefore the response for

the 1/8" plastic and the 2" thick plastic were compared by

measuring their response when irradiated in the C-W target room.

The results indicate that the 1/8" plastic has a slightly

decreasing response at the higher pulse heights when compared

to the 2" plastic, this result probably arising from the larger

edge effects in the smaller plastic. Thus the 1/8" plastic would

give a response for a pure 14.7 MeV neutron beam which is closer

to the response for a contaminated beam, and any conclusions

about the beam composition made from fig. VI-12 will overestimate

the contamination.

From the experimental response for the 1/8" plastic and the

two curves for calculated response shown in fig. VI-12 it is
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estimated that the contamination of the 14.7 MeV neutron beam

is definitely less than 10%, and probably less than 5%, for

neutrons in the range 7 to 13 MeV. Since most neutrons in the

range 7 to 13 MeV come from the 14.7 MeV t(d,n) neutrons                    '

scattering in the tritium target assembly, the contamination

was also estimated by calculating the amount of this scattering.

The calculations yield about 3% for the range 7 to 13 MeV

neutron energy, and provide a check on the experimental method.

The scattering correction measurements were all made with

side-detector thresholds of about 0.75 MeV and with coincidence

circuit timing of 8 ns to 60 ns. To determine the effect of

timing changes on the scattering corrections several runs

were made with different timings. If we label the timing hy

the shortest delay, 8 ns for the case just mentioned, then

we can plot the relative response in a given neutron energy *

interval as a functivn of delay time. Fig. VI-13 shows such

a plot for four neutron energy intervals for a side-detector

at 155 degrees, 30" from the stainless steel gas chamber. The

plots show a negligible dependence of the measured response on

the delay timing, for the shortest delay being in the range

of about 0 ns to 20 ns.  This result should apply to the other

side-detectors also, and is taken to indicate that the scattering

corrections are not critically dependent on the timing since all

measurements reported here were made in this range.

C. Corrections for Scattering Within the Photoneutron

Target

The final correction to be made to the polarization

data comes from internal scattering in the photoneutron target.

There are two aspects of this scattering. First, neutrons
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produced in the direction of the polarimater may be scattered.

This reduces the intensity of the photoneutron beam but does

not affect its polarization. Second, the neutrons produced

in directions other than that of the polarimeter may be scattered

toward the polarimeter. In this case both the intensity and

the polarization of the photoneutron beam are changed. The

latter type of scattering also mixes neutrons of different energy,

since higher energy neutrons may scatter off a light nucleus and

lose sufficient energy to contribute to the neutrons in a lower

energy bin.

To find the target scattering corrections for production

at angle 00it is necessary to calculate three numbers for each

neutron energy interval.  Ntd(i) is the number of neutrons in

the i'th energy interval, produced at angle 0  and leaving the               «.

target without scattering.
Nt (i) is the number of neutronsind

in the i'th energy interval which leave the target heading for

the polarimeter, but have.been scattered within the target;

 t ind(i)  is the polarization of the neut.rons, Nt ind(i) .   The
target scattering corrections can be subtracted by using eq.IV.37

of chapter IV with

Nt ind(i)k     =TS
Ntd(i)+Nt ind(i)

VI.12

 TS  =  PTind(i)

The photoneutron targets used to obtain the data for this

thesis were generally one of two shapes, either a spherical shell

or a solid cylinder. Accordingly, computer programs were

developed to calculate scattering corrections for these two

geometrical target shapes. The geometry used for the calculations

for a cylindrical target is shown in fig. VI-14.  We have for
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Ntd(i) the equation

Ntd(i) = E e-(aydB)2  NY(i) e-cly/x  nprod dV rod  ynje/ e-dc]ll-JAno

VI.13

where

2
Ny(i) =  the number of y-rays/cm  incident on the center .of

the photoneutron target;  NY(i) includes all  y-rays

which produce neutrons at Boin the energy interval

E. (i).ln

-(a dn)2e.YD =  a factor to account for the forward peaking of the

bremsstrahlung beam. (ar) is the distance off-1

the bremsstrahlung axis, at the target, where the

1
bremsstrahlung intensity falls to - of the centrale

intensity.  dB is the distance from the bremsstrahlung

axis to the center of the production volume element

dV
prod'

e  ' Xy the transmission of the bremsstrahlung by the target- d=v 1

material. Ay is the mean free path in the target

material for y-rays of energy Ey; dy is the distance

through target material which the bremsstrahlung

must pass to get to dVprod'

nprod number of production nuclei/cm3; this refers to the

target nucleus of interest, since other production

nuclei have already been subtracted as background.

dV =  volume element in which production takes place.
prod

dc T- y no Ceo.) = laboratory photoneutron cross section, for E . withY'
dn

the neutron coming out at a laboratory angle ofeo.
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e-dout/Ano  = transmission factor for the outgoing neutron. An. is

the mean free path of the outgoing neutron:  d    is
'   Out

the distance from dV to the edge of the target,
prod

which the neutron travels.

The sum. in eq. VI.13 goes over all volume elements dV
prod'

For Ntind(i) the equation is

Nt ind(i) = E ' e "(ay dB )2Ny(j) e -dy/xy nprod dVprod d yn (8  ) 6-dps/An
ps -2

r ps

x ns dVs 4 Ce ) e-dout/An' [    1           1
dn    p sp [1+P (a ) P (0 )(n .n ) JS vpsp n ps P  S

VI.14

·'     where the extra terms are

..

e      = the photoneutron production angle.
PS

-de   ps/X n = transmission factor for the photoneutron going from

dV the production volume, to dV the scattering
prod' S,

volume. d is the distance through target material
PS

/

from dV to dVs, which equals r for the solid
prod PS

·
1

cylinder, but may be less than r for the spherical
PS

shell.
--

r      = the distance from dV to dVs'ps                          prod
3ns     = the number of scattering nuclei/cm .

dVs = the volume element in which the neutron scatteri·ng

takes place. N

de-in fe )   = the neutron scattering differential cross section for
de     .   p sp

nuclei corresponding to n e is the scatterings'  psp

angle. dV to dVs to the polarimeter.prod
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e-dout/A'n  = transmission factor for the outgoing neutron, of

energy En' = Ein(i)

The sum in eq. VI.14 goes over all N (j), dV and dV . with
prod S'

the prime indicating that the outgoing neutron E '' must be in

the i'th neutron energy interval.

The polarization is obtained from

1     Ive-(aydB)2Ny(j)e-dyky n     dV
 tind(i) =N.  (i)tind prod prod

d   (0  ) e-dps/An
7 Q-yn   ps      2            IlsdVs  n  (epsp)e-dout/,An'  Ps(epsp)]16 •ndr

PS
41-P (8 )2 cos(e   )s psp Psp+ Pn(epsp) [Ds(epsp) (ns ' nd) (Ap.ns) +         2

1 - cos 0Psp

(Ad. *h 'r-    n'  1           1
1

 1  J  c n p.  1 f'l  )  ]          C l+p     (8        -) p     (0         )
C

. . )
n .n )s psp n ps P  S

VI.15

where the extra terms are

pnCeps)
= the production polarization of #eutrons, at angle

8    and for Y-rays of energy Ey(j) giving neutronsps'

of energy En

 s(0 ) = the polarizing power of the scattering nuclei, at
Psp

angle e . for neutrons of energy En.psp'

D. (0 ) = the depolarization parameter of the scattering
s  psp

nuclei, at angle 0 . for neutrons of energy En.psp'

nd     = the direction along which the polarimeter is set

to measure polarization.
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+ +
k    x kYnn =

P    11#Y x knl

k  xg,n  nn =
I kn  x  kn. .1

6         +                                                                                                                   f

k k' the neutron wave vectors, before and after the neutronn' n

scattering.

The polarization terms in eq. VI.15 are taken from Williams,

(57)An Introduction to Elementary Particles , p 187.

The sums for Ntd(i), Ntind(i), and ptind(i) were calculated

using the uncorrected measurements for P (8 ). The angularn  ps

distribution of Pn(eps) was assumed to be of the form

.

P Ce  )  =  Pl sin Ce  ) + P2 sin (28  )n ps PS PS
.

and where possible, fitted by the uncorrected experiments at

45 and 90 degrees.  The photoneutron cross sections were obtained

(26)        16from the measurements of Verbinski and Courtney for 0

12     40
and C Ca had its total photoneutron cross section fitted

2
to an angular distribution of (1+ 3/2 sin  e ). This is the

PS
16      12angular distribution for 0 and C , and was chosen arbitrarily.

40Since the target scattering corrections for Ca are insignificant

compared with other errors, this assumption is not critical.
208

The photoneutron cross section angular distribution for Pb

was obtained from the results of G. Mutchler (58)

The photon spectra used in the calculations were thick

target bremsstrahlung spectra attenuated by the 8" of water of

the beam stopper. The photons were distributed over the target

in a Gaussian shape, with the theoretical angular width obtained
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from ref.{65).

The polarization parameters of the neutron scattering,

p (e ) and D_(0 ). were generally set to 0 and 1 respectively,s psp s  psp '

for lack of information. D (e ) should be 1 for spin zero                   *s  psp
12nuclei.  For C   neutron scattering the phase shifts are available(59,60)

to calculate Ps<epsp) and these calculated values were used in

eqs. VI.14 and VI.15.

For targets composed of a number of elements, e.g. oxalic

acid, with oxygen, carbon and hydrogen, the sums of eqs. VI.14

and VI.15 were carried out for all types of scattering nuclei.

The loss of energy in elastic neutron scattering was always

calculated, unlike the polarimeter and tunnel scattering calculations.

This was necessary since scattering from hydrogen in the oxalic

acid and water targets produces large losses in neutron energy, :.

so En' can be very much less than En.

The error in the target scattering corrections is taken to

be 30% of their magnitude. As given in chapter IV, this means

that (eq. IV.39)

Ap = 0.3 P
ts ts

8k = 0.3 k VI.16
ts ts

With eq. VI.16, the target scattering correction calculations

are complete, to be used as shown in Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER VII

.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A.   General Considerations on Photonuclear Reactions

When (Ri<<1 the interaction of a photon beam and a nucleus
X)

may be conveniently described in terms of the interaction of

photons in a specific angular momentum state:  Thus photoabsorption

is described as El (L ' = 1-), Ml(L'tr = 1 ), E2(LTr = 2 ), etc.,
where L h is-the photon angular momentum absorbed by the nucleus

and w= tindicates whether the nuclear parity has changed. We can

also define g= L,w =(-1) +1-P where p=0 for magnetic(M)

transitions and p=1 for eluctric (E) transitions, and where

0       (g,p) is the notation used by Baldin et al in Kinematics of

Nuclear Reactions.(66)

In a photonuclear reaction a nucleus with spin-parity(jH,fI' )
(initial nuclear -angular momentum =

j h)
absorbs a photon  (g,p)

to give an intermediate state (J,H), which then emits a particle

with spin-parity (jl, 1) (jl'l  = 1/2  for a neutron) and orbital

angular momentum £, leaving a final nucleus with spin-parity

16(j 2 ' 2)  (j 2 2, = 1/2- for the 0  g.s.):  The final state spin is

s, where $ = 31+ 32 and the total angular momentum is J, where
+

J = i +  g (angular momenta-are expressed in units of h).   If we
+

let ebe the angle between the incoming photon (k ) and the outgoingY
+

neutron (kn)' then from conservation of angular momentum and the

properties of the electromagnetic field we obtain for the cross

section and polarization for this reaction
.
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2
da _     r      r (-1)6 '-jn-1                       *
ERS   -     2 (2 j I I   +1)         L                       4                           Re { (Z i s'a'  R  l<P l g l a)

.

-g'+Z'-L
x ( £   s ' a '   R 2 I p 2 g 2 a) } ( - 1 ) Pl+P 2 ( i)  2  1

1

XZ(ZiJ2£2J2;s'L) ZY(gl.. lg2•I2; IL) PL(cose)

VII.1

and     -
1/2

d       x    x2 { 2 j l (j l+ 1 ) ( 2 j l+ 1 ) }
Y   n

3Ti - 1 ]EY x lE 1
-T 2(2 jII  +1 1

n 1

*
x I Re{i(gisia'IR llpigia) (1 s2a'IR 2|P2g2al}

x (-1) ZY< 1JlZ2J2; IIL)
 2- 1- II +J2+s +1 -1

Pl+P 2
X (-1) W(jlsijls ;j21) {(2Jl+1)(2£i+1)(2si+1)                 1

x (2J2+1) (21 +1)(25 +1) } (,io£*OILO)
1/2

x X(Jlilsi,;J2£ s ;LLl)   (cose)
VII.2

where the sums are over Jl' J2' gl' g2' Pl' P2' ti, £2, si,

s , s', and L.  These formulas are obtained from Baldin et

al    , pp 185-6.. For definitions of the Z. Z , and X
(66)

Y

coefficients see Baldin et al. The matrix elements

(£'s'a'IR Ipga) depend on the purely internal nuclear

quadtum numbers a' and a, and on the coupling of these states

with the E-M field via the intermediate state (J,H) to the

final state (£',s').  The matrix elements also depend on jl'

the intrinsic spin of the outgoing particle, and j 2' the spin              *

ofthe final nulceus, the channel spin s being the vector

sum of these, & = Il + i2'
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The polarization defined in eq, VII.2 is the expectation

value of the spin operator for the outgoing nucleon, and

must be modified to give the polarization of the neutron

as defined earlier in this thesis.  For photoneutrons the

polarization we have been discussing is defined by

&$
1      C i)

 n         -        1.1-         C :1   1

VII.3

where jl = 1/2.  This is the relative polarization as defined

by Baldin et al.  The differential cross section of eq. VII.1

and the polarization of eq. VII.3 are the quantities to bb

compared with experimental measurements. The next three

sections will discuss the app]ication of eqs. VII.1, VII.2
16        12            208and VII.3 to the 0 (y,n), C  (y,n) and Pb (y,n) results,

using the polarizations presented in this thesis and cross
(

section measurements of other experimenters.

B.   Interpretation of the 0 (y,n) Results16

16       15The 0 (y,no)0 reaction has an initial nuclear. spin-

16                                -
parity of 0  for 0 and .a final nuclear spin of 1/2  for
150       The intermediate state -spin-parity is completely

determined by the multipole, i.e. (J,H) is determined by

(g,p), and thus the notation of eqs. VII.1 and VII.2 can be

simplified. The results of eqs. VII.1 and VII.3 for pure

El transitions are

2

da x 2 2 2..3cos20 +1
35  =8--{ S. O[As+Ad]   +    [4.24AsAdcos&   -   1.SAd](           4          )j

VII.4
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i x 

 n =CIRY  n')  [-3.286A,Ad sina](415/16  sin20)y  ni  {3[As+Ad]+[4.24AsAdcos&-1.5Ad](3(05 8 +1) 

V I I.5                                                          -
i 6

where we have set (0,1,a'IR111,1,a) = Ase  s, (2,1,a' Rl 1,1,a)
i 6

d
=

Ade
and 8=6-6.  The general results of eqs. VII.1

d    s

and VII.2 with all El, Ml and E2 terms included are given in

appendix IV for reference. Using a neutron time-of-flight

method with bremsstrahlung from 34 MeV electrons Verbinski

and Courtney measured the photoneutron spectra at 55°,(26)

930 and 141' to the photon beam. The 6.2 MeV neutron peak
16

from the 22.1 MeV excitation of 0 was normalized to a

(1 +  sin20) angular distribution, and on this basis they

found that all neutrons in the energy range 2 to 9 MeV also
2

have a (1 +   sin e) angular distribution.  Their assumption «

2

of a (1 +   sin e) distribution for the 6.2 MeV neutron peak

(29)
was motivated by the results of Earle, Tanner and Thomas

15       16                       16for the N (p,yo)0 reaction, and by the 0  (e,e'p)

measurements of Dodge and Barber
(33)

The angular distribution results thus give

fla      =      a  (1      +      .      s i n 2 0)dn

.3cos20 +1
= a[2 -l    4    )]                  VII.6

= a[2 -
p2(Cose)1

which from eq. VII.4 gives                                                 -

22

3(As + Ad)         2 VII.7
2. = (-1)

(4.24A A cos& - 1.. SAd)sd
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The polarization mea*urements at 45° give(see fig. VII-1)
*                                      k x 

Pn = +0.50 * 0.05 along 'RYxgn  for En=5 to 9 MeV.  From eq.l y n
VII.5 this gives.,

3.18ASAA(-sina)+(0.50*0.05) =
3 (As+Ad)+(4.24A A cosa -1.5Ad)(1/4)sd

VII.8

Eqs. VII.7 and VII.8 can both be solved to give the two

solutions

A  =  1.39 -0 261A 8=6   -6   =- 118    1
+410

s
l +0.21J d'      d    s         -61

VII.9

I 4

and                                                           J

A  =  0.55 +0.151'A   A = Gd - Gs = -  101 +3 's l -0.1 OJ d '

VII.10

where only the errors in the polarization have been included.

The measured polarization at 45' is close to the maximum

possible value for El photon absorption. Assuming a

(1 + 3 sin20) angular distribution for   the maximum value

of Pn(450) in eq VII.8 is P =+0.57, for A =A. and 8=6 -6n s a d  s
dc= -1110 If no restrictions are applied to then the
217

maximum is P = +0.577 for A = 0.936A and A= -100.90.n                                      s                    d

Eq. VII.7 alone can be solved by setting As=0, which

(26)
is effectively what Verbinski and Courtney concluded when

they assumed pure d-wave neutron emission. This conclusion

is not unique, however, as a large s-wave component can be.

present and give the same angular distribution if cosA =

-0.354(As/Ad).  The maximum ratio of (As/Ad) consistent with
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the angular distribution is thus 2.82 when cosa = -1, which

is largely s-wave neutron emission.  Similarly, the conclusions

of Earle et al that the reaction N (P,Yo) goes primarily(29)                      15

by d-wave proton absorption is questionable, as their angular

distribution cannot yield both the s and d wave amplitude

ratio and phase difference.
16Calculations of the polarization of 0 photoneutrons at

45° have been made by Weiss and Buck and Hill , using(15) (16)

shelf model states in a finite well. Fig. VII-1 shows the

results of their calculations compared with some of the      -

16
experimental results for O with 24, 30, and 38 MeV

bremsstrahlung.  For reference fig. VII-1 also shows the 90°

photoneutron cross section of Verbinski and Courtney
(26)

16
The experimental 45° neutron polarization for 0  (y,n )

.

displays a large positive polarization of about +0.50, with

a slight peaking over the giant resonance of 21 to 26 MeV

photon energy. For the giant resonance  Weiss, and Buck and

Hill both calculate a large positive polarization. Weiss

calculates a sharp drop in the polarization on each side of

the giant resonance, while Buck and Hill give a slow decrease

for energies above the giant resonance and a sharp drop below

the resonance which occurs about 2 MeV lower than that of

Weiss. The experimental results show substantial agreement

with the calculations of Buck and Hill, and do not show the
..

sharp changes in polarization calculated by Weiss. Raphael
.·

f67)and Uberall knve also calculated the polarization at 45°,
I                                                                ./

but only for the 22.3 MeV excitation for which they obtain

P  = +0.39.n
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The calculations of Weiss and of Buck and Hill show the
..

same very general features, a large positive polarization

for the giant resonance which decreases for energies above

and below the resonance. The better agreement of experiment

with the calculations of Buck and Hill probably reflects the

more general average potential and particle-hole interaction

which they used. Weiss used a square well and a particle-

hole interaction which was a 6-function at the nuclear

surface, while Buck and Hill used a Saxon-Woods shape and

a particle-hole interaction Which was a 6-function in their

relative coordinates and thus not confined to the nuclear

surface.

16Fig. VII-2 shows all the experimental 0 polarization D

results at 45' for 24, 30 and 38 MeV bremsstrahlung and a

plot of the results at 90° for 30 MeV bremsstrahlung. The

polarization measurements using 30 MeV bremsstrahlung should

give the polarization of the g.s. decay of the 0 giant
16

resonance(21 to 25 MeV photon energy) with little contamination

from non-g.s. transitions.  Caldwell et al(22  have measured

the g.s. neutron emission cross section as well as the cross

-           15
section for the 6.17 MeV 3/2 state in 0 The sum of the

cross sections for the 5.17 MeV 1/2  and 5.24 MeV 5/2  states
15

of O was found to be negligible, about 0.5 barns for 21

to 21.5 MeV photons(= 1/2 MeV neutrons)and zero elsewhere.
..

Thus for 30 MeV bremsstrahlung only the transitions to the

156.17 MeV state of 0 are important when calculating the

16                         ·purity of neutrons from g.s. transitions of the 0 giant

resonance. The 8.1 MeV neutrons come from the peak, at 24.3

A
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MeV excitation and are essentially pure, since transitions

to the 6.17 MeV level require 30.5 MeV photons if they are

to emit an 8.1 MeV neutron. The 6.2 MeV neutrons from the
.,

22.3 MeV excitation may have a 20% contamination from

15transitions to the 6.17 MeV state in 0 The 6.2 MeV neutrons

from the latter transition arise from 28.5 MeV photons, which

are about half as intense as the 22.3 MeV photons and have

about half the cross section. This conclusion assumes that

both types of neutrons(g.s. and excited state)have the same

angular distribution, as the only cross section comparison

is between the tbtal cross sections of Caldwell et al.

1

The 45' polarization measurements with 38 MeV

I bremsstrahlung exhibit a slight structure over the giant A-3

resonance, which may be due to a contamination from non-g.s.

transition neutrons. The partial results for 30 MeV shown

in figs. V-3 and V-4(pp 122-3) exhibit less structure,

though the energy scale is broken into only 1 MeV widths as

compared with 1/2 MeV widths for the 38 MeV results. These

data were taken with the stainless stee·l gas chamber, which

had sufficient resolution to separate the 6.2 MeV and 8.1 MeV

neutron groups from the 0 excitations at 22.3 MeV and 24.316

MeV, as is shown by the measured neutron spectra in fig.

IV-lb(p 96).

The polarization of neutrons emitted by transitions to
-

the-6.17 MeV excited state of 0 may be obtained by comparing
15

the measured 45' polarizations for 24 and 30 MeV bremsstrahlung.

We confine our considerations to the measurements for neutrons

of 3-4 MeV, which arise from 19.4 MeV photons for g.s.
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transitions, and from 25.6 MeV photons for transitions to the

6.17 MeV excited state.  The cross.section measurements of

Caldwell et al show that these are the only transitions(22)
*1

that need be considered for the bremsstrahlung energies in

question.  The polarization measurements for 24 MeV bremsstrahlung

thus yield P (19.4) = +0.24 * 0.24 for the g.s. neutron
gS

polarization. Using the measured cross sections of

(26) (22)Verbinski and Courtney and of Caldwell et al , and
2

assuming a (1 + l sin e) angular distribution for both, we

can obtain

Pex(25.6)  =  -0.35 * 0.20 VII.11
145'

The calculations to obtain eq. VII.11 are given in appendix

V, where it is also stated that the error is derived only
6

from the errors in the polarization measurements and thus

may be too small.  Weiss(lsl has calculated the 6.17 MeV

excited state transition neutron polarization at 45' to be

about -0.05 for a photon energy of 25.6 MeV. This is not

considered to be in disagreement with the results VII.11

because of the crude estimates used to obtain eq. VII.11.

For the two dominant peaks of the giant resonance the
-h

90' polarization is approximately -0.05 * 0.02. If this

arises from an E2 interference, as is suggested by the

(e,e'p) results of Dodge and Barber , then an estimate(33)

for the amplitude of the interfering waves may be made.

The EZ transition brings in two amplitudes and phases,
i6                             is

A e  P = (1,1,a'IR211,2,a) and Afe = (3,1,a' RZ 1,2,a).
f

If we  assume  that  the  El s-and d-wave amplitudes are equal,
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and use the angular distribution results of Verbinski and

(26)                                                                                                                               -Courtney , then we can obtain

Pn (900) = -0.32  *2 sin(6s -6p) -0.26 <*-f sin(6s -6f)

fAfl+0·45 *2, sin(6(1 -6p) +0.37 A-Jsin(dd -6.f)

VII.12

where As = Ad = A.  In deriving eq. VII.12 interference

effects on the cross section have been neglected. The

minimum amplitude solution(for E2 absorption)of eq. VII.12

arises when Af =0 and 6  =6.  Since 6  =6  + 110' fromps  sd
eqs. VII.9 and VII.10, and P (90') = -0.05, this yields

A  = 0.1A VII.13                      4
P   .

Thus the 90' polarization results require the amplitude of                  •

the interfering wave from the E2 state to be at least 10%

of the El s- and d-wave amplitude.  This result is by no means

exact, as eq. VII.21 has two amplitude ratios and two relative

phases unspecified, and can be solved in many other ways.

16     .(26)However, the angular distribtuion results for both 0 CY,nJ

16        (33)and 0 (e,e'p) indicate that the E2 amplitude is small,

and thus the neutron waves from E2 excitation probably have

only 10 - 20% of the amplitude of the"El neutron waves.

12C.   Interpretation of the C (y,n) Results
-

12-
The C  (y,n ) reaction is a transition from tne 0  g.s.
12                      11

of C to the 3/2- g.s. of C  .  The results of eqs. VII.1
V

and VII.2 for pure El excitations are, using a simplified

notation
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2

da r 222
aff 8-{3(As+Adl+Ad2) + [4.24AsAdlcos(6dl-6s)

1 SA2 +1 SA2  1 f3cos20 +1) } VII.14
-                                                                                                               d 1 '     d 2 1<         4

and

dF

'n.= 1  (219) = 2 +YX+n (0.217){0.237AsAdlsin(as-adl)h (%} Ik xk I
1 Y  nl

-0.237A A  sin(6s-6d21 + 0.335A  As d2 dl d2

xsin(6dl-6 )}(-/15/16 sin20)d2

x[7{3(A2+A l+A 2) + (4.24AsAdlcos(6dl-6s)

-1.SA 1+1.SA 2) (3cos 0 +1) jl-1

4

VII.15
i 6

where (0,1,a'IRlll,1,a) =A e s, (2,1,0 '1Rl l,1,a) =
i 6                                 i 6

S

dl                                  d2
A       , and (2,2,a' Rl l,1,a) = Ad2e The generaldle

12
results of eqs. VII.1 and VII.2 for C  (y,n) with all El,

Ml and E2 terms included are given in appendix IV for

reference.

dcThe angular dependence of HTi as given by Verbinski and

Courtney (26) is (1 +   sin28).  This conclusion is based on

the B
(P,Yo) angular distribution , the C  (e,e'p) proton11                             (38)        12

(33)            12angular distribution , and the C (y,n) neutron angular

distribution integrated for.excitations greater than 22 MeV (36)

"           The measurements of Verbinski and Courtney indicate that

this angular distribtuion is valid for neutrons in the

dc -energy region 2 to 10 MeV. The experimental results for 3-ii
require
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2   2    2
3(As +A   +Adl    d21 z     -2    VII.16

4.24AsA  cos(adl-6s)-1 SAZ +1 SAdl             '  dl  '  d2

-

Eqs. VII.15 and VII.16 cannot be solved uniquely for

AS/A A /A 6 -6 and 6 d2-6 It should be noteddl'  d2 dl' s dl' dl'

from eq. VII.16 that pure A gives the wrong sign for the
d2

left side of the equation. Inspection of eq. VII.16 reveals

that ·if A   0 0 then both As 0 0 and A   4 0, and that thed2                             dl

maximum possible value for A occurs when A = A   in whichd2              d2   dl

case A = 1.41 A A   can never be the largest amplitude,s         dl    d2

nor can it be non-zero without requiring both other El

amplitudes to be non-zero. Thus for the sake of an example

we will assume that A = 0.
d2

e>
The polarization measurement at 45° for neutrons of

about 4 MeV energy, the peak of the C giant resonance                  :
12

(21 to 27 MeV photons, 2 to 7 MeV g.s. neutrons)is P  =n

-0.20·* 0.05, which gives(assuming Ad2 = 0)

1.61A,Adl sina
-0.20 * 0.05 =

22        2

3(As+A  )  +  (4 24A A  cosa  -1 SA  )(1/4)dl      ' s·dl '  dl

VII.17

where 8=6 -6.dl    s

Since·P (90') = 0 the data can be fit with a pure El

transition, and the solutions of eqs. VII.16 and VII.17,

assuming.Ad2=0' are                                                      n

A = fl.99 +0·41}A &=6
- as - - 1,29 -:li}'s   l     -0.40J dl  '       dl .

VII.18
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and

A  = fO 38 -0'131*                        f   -4108=6 - 6 = -198s    l'   +0.17j dl  '        dl    s     l   +3J
..

VII.19

The solutions VII.18 and VII.19 are not the only

possible solutions if there are d-wave neutrons present

with a channel spin of 2. However, all solutions requtre

some s-wave neutrons to be present as otherwise the angular

distribution and polarization measurements can not be fit.
(26)

simultaneously. The conclusion of Verbinski and Courtney

12
that mostly d-wave neutrons are emitted by C  (y,no) ds

incorrect, as a large s-wave can be present(eq. VII.18) and

1              still fit the experiments. The 45' neutron polarization

measurements allow us to conclude that both s- and d-wave-
.

'    neutrons are present.

D.   Interpretation of the Pb (y,n) Results
208

208
The Pb   (y,n ) reaction is a transition from the 0 

208 207
g.s. of Pb to the 1/2- g.s. of Pb The neutrons may

have a combination of s- and d-waves, as in the case for
16                                     '208

0  (y,n0).  For pure El transitions in Pb we have equations

for   and $n.which are identical to eqs. VII.4 and VII.5.

The complete equations for El, Ml and E2 transitions are

16
also identical to the 0 results, and are given in appendix

IV.

Mutchler(58 has measured the angular distribution'of

208
'              the photoneutrons from the giant resonance of Pb to be

da
- = a(1.0 - 0.72P2(cose))

VII.20
do
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This is for 5.8 MeV neutrons which would arise from a 13.2

208 207 ,-7,

MeV excitation in Pb decaying to the g.s. of Pb The

45' polarization of these neutrons is P  = +0.16 * 0.10.L                                                                                             n                                                                                                            ·5

If we use these values in eqs. VII.4 and VII.5 we obtain the

two solutions

A  =  1.7,0 -0.141
- as - - Il61  1 3}

'A      & =6
S

l
+0.07j d  '       d

VII.21

and

A  =  0.22 +0'081A 8=6 - 6  = - 144 -9 1s
l -0.04J d  '        d    s          +2OJ

VII.22

where the errors shown arise only from the uncertainty in
208

the polarization measurement. The Pb (y,n) polarization
e,

at 90' is approximately 0 and together with the angular

distribution of Mutchler, which is symmetric about 90°,

supports the assumption of a pure El excitation. However,

the solutions VII.21 and VII.22 are only rough indications

of the g.s. neutron s- and d-wave amplitude ratio and

207
relative phases because Pb has many low lying excited

states and there is probably a good deal of contamination

by non-g.s. transition neutrons.

.

/
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APPENDIX    I I

Calculation of P
Ceo,En)   and  SHe (0 0' En)                                                  c He

-

P  (0 -En) and S  (eo,En) are the effective polarization
He o' He

analyzing power and detection efficiency of the polarimeter-

spectrometer.  If a monoenergetic beam of Nn neutrbns/cm2 of EA

MeV and with polarization Pn were incident on the polarimeter,

then a side-detector pair with a central scattering angle eo

would yield a measured asymmetry of

An<eo,E )  = Pn PHe<eo'En) A.II.1

The total number of detected neutrons is given by

Ndet = Nn SHe(00'En) A.II.2

The approximately averaged values of PHe Ceo'En) and

S  (eo,En) are calculated as follows.  Consider the scatteringHe
+

shown in fig. AII-1.  Here a neutron with k  is scattered in an

volume of He'dVHe(i), and is detected in a small volume of a

side-detector, dVSD<j).  The scattering angle is e.. and the
-                                            1J

distance between the centers of the small volumes is r... The
1J

number of detected neutrons from this scattering will be

dVSD(j)
dN 2 N   E                 dV  (i)   -He (e..)[1+P n ·ri P  (0..)]det    n (r..)2 nHe He            11     n p  s H e  11

1J

A.II.3

where                                                                                                                                                                .3

£ = the detection efficiency per unit volume of the

side-detector for neutrons of energy E ' MeV, where             rn

En'  is the energy- of the scattered neutron, kn' 0
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nHe  =  the number of He4 nuclei/cm3 in the gas chamber.

d
CHeCe ) = the laboratory differential scattering

Effi ij)'PH e (eij
4

cross section and polarizing power for He (n,n)

scattering at lab angle 0...
1J+ +

k   x k
n   =  I  +11 = the unit vector along which Pn is defined.
P      |k x k|

1 Y  nl
+ +
k  x k'n         n    n  = the unit vector perpendicular to the

s          le   x 2,1I n n i    4He (n,n) scattering, and in which direction

He  1]P  (e..) is defined.

If we choose the right side-detector, i.e. the one at central

scattering angle + eo, then n ·ns - +1 and by summing over all volume

elements ·dV  (i) and dVSDIj) we obtainHe'

.

N

NdetR =   '.-2  SHe(00'En)  [.1 + Pn PHe(00'En)  ] A.II. 4                   4

where

dc
S   ( eo,En) = 2  I.'  e dVSDI ) n    dv (i) He  @  . . )He He 'He dn 11 -ij       (r- · ) -

1 J.

A.II. 5

2    E'£  dVSD (j) dcPHe( 00'En) =  i j      2  nHe dVHe(i) dn  He( 0 ..) nlj'AsPHe<eij)
Crij)

1J

SHe(eo,En)

The prime in  4  means that the He4(n,n) scattering in dVHe(i) and

the neutron detection in dVSD(j) must obey the timing conditions
.'

set by the coincidence circuits.

The scattering towards the left side-detector (-80) is illus-
1

trated in fig. AII-2 and has n ·n = -1.  Because of the symmetry
P  S

in the location of the right and left side-detectors the number
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detected by the left side-detector is

' N

NdetL = --  /SHe(00'En) [1 - PnPHe<00'En)]
A.II.6

.-

By combining eqs. A.II.4 and A.II.6 we obtain, using

eqs. A.II.1 and A.II.2,

NdetR - NdetL
An(00'En)   = N +NdetR detL

= Pn PHe(00'Enl                    A.II.7

and

Ndet = NdetR + Ndett
\

= Nn SHe<00'En) A.II.8

with eq. A.II.5 giving the values for PHe<00'En) and SHe<00'En)

-0

The sums in eq. A.II.5 were calculated using the phase

shifts of Hoop and Barschall to  find the values of --  -He(eij)

and PHe(eij).  The detection efficiencies,e , were taken to be

proportional to the calculations of Verbinski for a 5" diameter

and 5" long cylinder of NE 212 plastic scintillator.  Fig. AII-3

' shows a plot of etot =E X Vtotvs. the energy of the neutron

incident on the side-detector for a detection threshold of 0.75

MeV. V is the total detection volume of the side-detectorstot

and E is the total neutron detection efficiency of the side-
rot

detector.
,

The results of the calculations using eqs. A.II.5 are shown

in figs.AII-4.  Each sub-figure lists the values of 00, ro (the
K

center-to-center distance of the gas-counter and side-detector),

the neutron detection threshold of the side-detectors, and the
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coincidence circuit timing. All calculations were made assuming

4.
that 700 psia of helium were in the gas chamber.

.

*

-b

3
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APPENDIX III

6
Equations for AP and AN

016 016

./

From chapter IV we have eqs. IV.34 and IV.35

N I m
k = (IV.34)  -

C OX OX

cNIm     -O X C C               .

and

P          P    -k  F
016

= OX C   C

1-k
C

(IV.351

NO16  =  Nox( 1 - kc )

Also

28p
16  =  <(AP     )  + (AP 1 2. '11/2

0       l   016 St 016sys   J

2                                    2   1 1/2
8N =  CAN )  + (AN )      1

016 l O16st Ol6sys   J

The complete expressions for AP AP AN and
Ol6st'   ol6sys'   Ol6st

AN in terms of quantities defined in chapter IV are
016SYS

AP      =   1     (bfoxst)2 + (kc(AF   ))2016 St 1 - kc Cst

+  C F,  - F c j' (ak-  12 1/21-k .StC

2                           2

AP016sys= 1   k <(APoic  ) + (kc(AP,-  ))
c sys »sys
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&    -  P,2
+ I OX

3 ok  }2}1/2(1-k CSYS6                                                                                              C

2                           2                           2                        2 1 1/2

ANO].6st  6  (1 --kc)
(AN )  + (N  ) (Ak   ) 1

oxst OX Cst  J

2         2        2        211/2
8N016 =  (1 - kc) (ANoxsys)  + (Nox) (akc   )  sys sys

where

ffamcst'12 (ANoxst'12 '8Ic,28k .k               J + 1-1Cst      Cll N   J  *l w           ICOX          C

+ (8Iox 2 1/2I
4                                                                                                                  0X

M            and

k       =k
Csys

SII'l'sy,12 + I'No'sy'}211/2
Nc          Noxsys

.'

\
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APPENDIX IV

-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       &.

Formulas for the Angular Dependence of the (y,n)

1'.Cross Section and Neutron Polarization,

Including El, Ml and E2 Transitions

Here are presented the results of eqs. VII.1 and VII.2

da     d$
for dii and dn· The actual neutron polarization defined in
this thesis is

&$

A                -[   do ] AIV.11      (a-n)

n                          1  1       (dn 

where this is eq. VII.3, and jl = 1/2 for neutrons.  We

assume only El, Ml and E2 t9ansitions., and include all

interference terms.                                                      ',

16       15
For 0 (y,no)0 transitions the final nuclear state                4

is 1/2- and from eq. VII.1 we obtain(the notation is made

more obvious by setting (Esa'IR Ipga) = A<£ (s,(pg)), where

(Z) = s, p, d, etc. for Z = 0, 1, 2, ctc., and (pg) = El,
H

Ml, or E2. J  is completely determined by (pg) since the
+

initial nuclear spin-pari%y is 0 )

2

dc                                            2                          2                          2
do   8- = E-{[3('Ap(o,Ml)1 +IA (1,Ml)1 +IAs(1,El)1

2                        2                   2

+'Ad(1,El)| )+5(|A (1,82)| +|Af(1,82)1 )](1)

*                                    *

+2[-3.67Re(As(1,El)A (1,Ml))+4. 74Re(As(l,El) ..

*

xA (1,E2))-2.60Re(Ad(1,El)A (1,Ml))-0.67

xRe(Ad(1,El)A (1,E2))+4.93Re(Ad(1,El)Af(1,E2))]

2

*(cose) + [-3IA (O,Ml)12-1.51Ad(l,El)1
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2                         2

+1.SIA (1,Ml)1 +2.SIA (1,E2)1 +2.861Af(1,E2)12J

+ 2 [ 2 . 1 2 Re (As ( 1, E l ) Ad ( 1, E l ) ) - 5 . 8 1 Re (A  ( 1, Ml )r

*

xAP(1,E2))-4.74Re(A (1,Ml)Af(1,E2))-0.87

*

*Re (A  ( 1, E 2 ) Af ( 1, E 2 ) ) ] ]
( ) + 2[3.87
3cos20 +1

4

xRe(As(1,El)Af(1,E2))+4.02Re(Ad(1,El)A (1,E2))

-2.19Re(Ad(1,El)Af(1,E2))](Scos3  +3cose)

*                                                2

+[14Re(AD(l,E2)Af(l,E2))-2.861 Af(l,E2)1 ]

x                                    AIV. 2 35c0s40 +20cos2e +9  64

Eq. VII.2 yields

4,                  =  xy)(+Ill *2(0.22){2[0.87Re(iAp(O,Mi)As(1,El))
Ik xk
1 Y  n'

*                                        *

+ 0 . 6 1 Re ( i A  ( O, Ml ) Ad ( 1, E l ) ) - 0 . 6 1 Re ( i As ( 1, E l )

*

xAP(1,Ml))+0.79Re(iAs(1,El)A (1,E2))+0.87
*                                        *

xRe(iAd(l,El)A (1,Ml))-0.45Re(iAd(1,El)A (1,82))

*

-0.82Re(iAd(1,El)Af(l,82))](-,/37* sine)
*                                        *

+2[0.47Re(iA (O,Ml)A (l,Ml))+0.61 Re(iA (O,Ml)
P         P                     P

*

XAP(1,E2))+0.SRe(iA (O,Ml)Af(1,82))-0.47
..

*                                      *

1             XRe(iAs(l,El)Ad(l,El))+0.87Re(iA (1,Ml)A (1,E2))

4    ·                    -1.06Re(iA (1,Ml)Af(l,E2))+0.33Re(iA (1,82)
*

XAf (1,E2))](-415/16 sin20) + 2[-0.69Re(iks(1,El)
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*

xAf(1,E2))+0.72Re(iAd(l,El)A (1,82))+0.10

*

xRe(iAd(l,El)Af(1,E2))](-421/512 (5sin30 +sine))
-3

*

+2[-1.06Re(iA (1,82)Af (1,E2))] (-445/2048

x(7sin40 +2sin20))} AIV. 3

From eqs. AIV.1, AIV.2 and AIV. 3 we may-obtain the neutron

polarization explicitly. These results also apply to

208
Pb   (y,no), since the same initial and final nuclear spin-

parity states are involved.
12       11For C (y,no)C transitions the final state of the

nucleus is 3/2-, and from eq. VII.1 we obtain

2

da   x               2            2            2

- = --{3[1As(1,El)1 +1Ad(1,El)1 +IA (1,Ml)1do   8

2                            2                            2                                                                     1

+IA(:1(2,El)1 +IA (2,Ml)1 +|Af(2,Ml)1 ] +5
2                    2                    2                    2

x[IA (1,82)1 +|Af(1,E2)1 +IA (2,£2)1 +1Af(2,E2)1 ]

*                                        *

+2[-3.67Re(As(1,El) A (1,Ml))+4.74Re(As(1,El)

*

xA (1,E2))-2.60Re(Ad(1,El)A (1,Ml))-0.67

*                                    *

xRe(Ad(1,El)A (1,E 2))+4. 93Re(Ad(1,El) Af (1,E2))

-3.49Re(Ad(2,El)A (2,Ml))-2.85Re(Ad(2,El)Af(2,Ml))

*                                    *

-2.01Re(Ad(2,El) A (2,82))+4.02Re(Ad(2,El)

2                         2

xAf(2,82))]cose + [-1.51Ad(1,El)1 + 1.SIA (1,Ml)1

2                           2                         2          '                     ·

+2.5 IA (1,E2)1 +2.861Af(1,E2)  +1.51Ad(2,El)·1
2                                                    2

- 0.3   A  ( 2,Ml ) 1 - 1.2 I A* ( 2,Ml ) 1 2 - 2 . 5 1.AP ( 2, E 2) 1
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1

2                    *

+0.71 Af(2,]32)  +2[2.12 Re(As(l,El)Ad(l,El))
'1

*                                      *
-5.81 Re(A (1.Ml)A (1.E2))-4.74Re(Ap(l,Ml)Af(1,82))P P.,

F

*                                    *

-0.87Re(A (1,82)Af(1,E2))+2.20Re(A (2,Ml)Af(2,Ml))

*                                      *

+2.60Re(A (2,Ml)A (2,EZ))-5.20Re(Af(2,Ml)Af(2,82))

*                                      *

+2.12Re(Af(2,Ml)A (2,E2))-4.24Re(Af(2,Ml)Af(2,E2))

*

-2.14Re(A (2,82)Af(2,E2))]]( ) + 2[3.87
3cos20 +1

4

*                                    *

xRe(As(1 ,El)Af (L,E 2))+4. 02Re(Ad(1 ,El)A (1,E 2))
*                                      *

- 2 . 1 9Re (Ad ( 1, El ) Af (1, E 2 ) ) - 1 . 34 Re (Ad ( 2, El) A  ( 2, E 2 ) )

*

+2.68Re(Ad(2,El)Af(2,E2))]( ) - [2.86
Scos30 +3cose

2

2                           2             *

&                         x'Af(l,EZ)1 +4.291Af(2,E2)1 +14Re(A (1,E2)Af(l,E2))

*                 35cos40 +20cos20 +9
- 5 . 7 1 Re (A  ( 2, E 2 ) Af ( 2, E 2 ) ) ] ( 64         )}

AIV.4

Eq. VII.2 yields

dit      x     2                  *
- =   Y  n  T (0.22){2[0.31Re(iAs(1,El)A (1,Ml))-0.40dn 1  xk I

1 Y  n'
*                                        *

xRe(iAS(1,El)A (1,E2))-0.68Re(iAs(1,El)A (2,Ml))

*                                        *
-1. 19 Re(iAs(l,El) A (2,E2))-0.43Re.(iAd fl,El)A (1,Ml))

*                                        *

+0.22Re(iAd(1,El)A (1,E2))+0.41Re(iAd(1,El)Af(1,E2))

*                                        *

1                 +0.39Re(iAd(l,El)A (2,Ml))+0.71Re(iAd(l,El)Af(2,Ml))
*                                      *

-0.34Re(iAd(1,El)A (2,E2))-1.01Re(iAd(1,El)Af(2,E2))
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*                                        *

-0.34Re(iA (1,82)Ad(2,El))+0.41Re(iAf(1,82)Ad(2,El))
©

*                                        *

+0.58Re(iAd(2,El)A (2,Ml))-0. 71 Re(iAd(2,El)Af (2,Ml))
i

*                                        *

-0.67Re(iAd(2,El)A (2,E2))-0. 34Re(iAd(2,E2)Af (2,E2)) ]
*

x(-1/377 sine) + 2[0.24Re(iAs(l,El)Ad(l,El))
*                                        *

-0.24Re(iAs(l,El)Ad(2,El))+0.34Re(iAd(l,El)Ad(2,El))

*                                        *

-0.43Re(iA (1,Ml)A (1,E2))+0.53Re(iA (1,Ml)Af (1,E2))
*                                        *

- 0 . 1 5 Re ( iA  ( 1,Ml ) A  ( 2,Ml) ) + 0 . 1 8 Re ( iA  ( 1,Ml) Af ( 2,Ml)·)

*                                      *

-0.87Re(iA (1,Ml)A (2,E2))-0.43Re(iA (1,Ml)Af(2,E2))

-0.16Re(iA (1,82)Af(1,82))-0.77Re(iA (1,E2)A (2,Ml)) ¢

*                                        *

-0.24Re(iA (1,E2)Af(2,Ml))-0.56Re(iA (1,E2)A (2,E2·))           A
*..*

-0.08Re(iA (1,E2)Af(2,82))+0.55Re(iAf(1,E2)A (2,Ml))
*                                      *

+0.77Re(iAf (1,E2)Af (2,Ml))-0.29Re(iAf (1,E2)A (2,82))

*                                      *

-0.39Re(iAf (1,E2)Af (2,E2)) -0. 41 Re(iA (2,Ml) Af (2,Ml))
*                                      *

-0.19Re(iA (2,Ml)A (2,E2))-0.58Re(iA (2,Ml)Af(2,E2))

*                                      *

-0.55Re(iAf (2,Ml)A (2,82))+0. 32Re(iAf (2,Ml)Af (2,E 2))
*

+0.40Re(iA (2,E2)Af(2,82))](-415/16 sin20) + 2[0.35
©

xRe(iAs(1,El)Af(1,E2))-0.42Re(iAs(l,El)Af(2,E2))
*                                        *

-0.36Re(iAd(1,El)A (1,E2))-0.05Re(iAd(1,El)Af(1,E2)) 6

*                                        *

-0.36Re(iAd(1,El)A (2,E2))+0.42Re(iAd(1,El)Af(2,E2))
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*                                        *

-0.36Re(iA (1,E2)Ad(2,El))+0.44Re(iAf(1,E2)Ad(2,El))
.1

*                                        *

-0.12Re(iAd(2,El)A (2,E2))-0.06Re(iAd(2,El)Af(2,E2))]
Y

*

x(-421/512)(5sin30 +sine) + 2[0.53Re(iA (1,82)

*

xAf(l,E2))-0.65Re(iA (1,82)Af(2,E2))-0.54

*                                        *

xRe(iAf(1,E2)A (2,82))+0.53Re(iAf(1,82)Af(2,82))

*

+0.22Re(iAp<2,EZ)Af(2,£2))](-445/2048)

x(7sin4e +2sin2e)} ·AIV.5

From eqs. AIV. 1,AIV.4 and AIV. 5 we may obtain the neutron

polarization explicitly.

..,

4

0

S'
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APPENDIX V

.i

Calculation of the Neutron Polarization for a Transition
15

to the 6.17 MeV Excited State of 0                                 5

We consider only neutrons of energy 3-4 MeV, which arise

either fr8m a 19.4 MeV photon absorption by 0 and a16

15
subsequent neutron emission to the 0 g.s., or from a 25.6

MeV photon absorption and subsequent neutron emission to the

156.17 MeV state of 0 From the 45° polarization measurements

with 24 MeV bremsstrahlung we obtain P (19.4) = +0.24 * 0.24
g S

for the g.s. neutron polarization. The polarization

measurements for 30 MeV bremsstrahlung yield P    =tot

-0.21 * 0.09 for 3-4 MeV neutrons, but this is for a mixture
/

of g.s. and excited state transition neutrons. We have then

(19.4) (25 61-
NY(19.4)

 gs Pgs(19.4)+NY(25.6)  gs      '   pex| 25.61
P     =
tot daNY(19.4)iligs(19.4) + Ny(25.6)  ex(25.6)

AV.1

dc          dcwhere affg s, P    -    P  . are defined to be the 45°gs' dnex,  ex'

differential cross sections and polarizations for g.s. and

6.17 MeV excited state transitions, and N (19.4 and N (25.6)
are the relative photon intensities at 19.4 MeV and 25.6

MeV. Eq. AV.1 yields

P  (25.6) = P [1 + r] - P (19.4) r AV. 2
ex tot           gs

where
U

dc
N (19.4)- (19.4)

r= Y AV. 3
dngs

NY(25.6) ex(25.6)
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For a 30 MeV thick-target bremsstrahlung beam the photon

(65)intensity ratio is

r                  N (19.4)Y              = 1.72 AV. 4
N (25.6) 30 MeV
Y brems.

and it is only necessary to obtain the cross section ratio

to find P (25.6).ex
16

The total 0 (y,n) cross section measurements of

Caldwell et al yield the total cross section for the(22)

6.17 MeV excited state transitions .as a (25.6) = 4 mb.tot

If we use the angular distribution data of Verbinski and

(26)                   3    2Courtney to assign a (1 + 2 sin e) angular distribution

to this cross section we obtain a 90° cross section of

1                 dc
(25,6)  = 400 ub/st. The data of Caldwell et al doMe x

190°
4

not yield a g.s. cross section for 19.4 MeV photons, but we

may obtain it from the measured cross section of Verbinski

and Courtney which yields approximately 200 ub/st for

neutrons of 3-4 MeV energy, assuming only g.s. transitions

with a 34 MeV bremsstrahlung beam. We have the re.lation

da                Ny(19.4)  gs(19.11900 + NY(25.6) ex(25.6) 900
mimeas   1900

-

N (19.4) + N (25.6)YY

AV. 5

or

)

  gs(19.4) 900=   Illeas 900[r'+11 -  an-ex(25.6)  900[r']

AV.6

where

./
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NY(25.6)r'   =                                                                                                                                    4
NY(19.4) 34 MeV

AV. 7
brems.

.r

= 0.64

Using the measured cross sections this gives

dG3-figs(19.4) = 72 ub/st AV. 8
90°

and

dc
TA-gs  (1·9.4 )
do

= 0.18 AV.9
(25.6)3Tie x 90°

Assuming that the 45' and 90' cross sections have the same

r a t i o,     e q s.      A V.  9, .   A V.2,     A V.  3     a n d    A V.  4     y i e l d

9

P (25.6)  = -0.35 f 0.20 AV.10ex
 450

where the error is calculated only from the errors in the

polarization measurements. The results AV. 10 have a larger

error thin given because of uncertainties in the cross

section ratio at 45° and in the crude estimates used for

the photon intensity ratios.

<6

(
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